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Handout 2.1: Pair Programming Demonstration Role Play Scripts 
 
“Bad” Pair Programming Role Play 
 
  DRIVER  NAVIGATOR 
GIRL 1 
 

 Okay, we’re going to start the first skit. This skit shows bad 
pair programming, so watch carefully to see what NOT to do. 
I’m going to start as the driver and Shannon is going to be the 
navigator. 

  

     
GIRL 2    (NAV is sitting or standing directly in front of the keyboard 

and mouse. This will make it difficult for DRV to reach.) 
 
Hey Audrey 

     
GIRL 1 
 

 Hi Shannon...  Hi _________...  

     
BOTH  (Both of them wait for several uncomfortable moments, not looking at each other.) 
     
GIRL 1  Ummm... Shannon, could I be the driver first today?   
     
GIRL 2    Okay. 
     
BOTH  (DRV turns the computer so she can see it, then starts adjusting the keyboard and mouse. While she is adjusting, the NAV turns 

the computer back so it is facing her. This computer “tug of war” goes on a few more times, until finally the DRV gives up.) 
     
GIRL 1 
 

 (NAV doesn’t move, so DRV has to reach across her body to 
use the keyboard and mouse.) 
 
All right, I’m ready. (to NAV) I missed the last session. What 
do I need to build in the game today?. 

  

     
GIRL 2    (Stares at the ceiling, looks at  nails, watches other people) 
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I dunno... 
  DRIVER  NAVIGATOR 
GIRL 1 
 

 (Angrily) God, you’re so stupid. 
 
(Reaches across further to get the pair’s binder) 

  

     
GIRL 2    (Still staring at the ceiling, looking at her nails, watching 

some other girls)  
 
(Under her breath) WhatEVER... 

     
GIRL 1 
 

 Let’s see... I need to put a button on my Welcome page. 
 
(Starts clicking away-she’s opening the library and looking at 
buttons) 
 
(To herself) That one is ugly... That’s nice...ugly... cool. So 
it’s the pretty green button or the cool flashing one... I like the 
flashing one. 
 
(Clicks some more, placing the button on the stage 
 
(Half to herself) Wouldn’t it would be cool if the buttons on 
our game looked like people, so when I click them I could 
hear them tell ME what MY choices are? 
 
(Looks at NAV, then shrugs.) 

  

     
GIRL 2    (Gets up from her seat and walks over to audience...) 

 
Hey, are you going to the movies tonight? 
 
(Waits for an answer. If girls in the audience don’t respond, 
NAV shrugs her shoulders and says...) 
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WhatEVER... 
 
(Turns and starts paying a LITTLE more attention to DRV) 

  DRIVER  NAVIGATOR 
GIRL 1  (To herself) Now I’VE got to put ActionScript on the button 

to make it go to MY credits page... 
  

     
GIRL 2    No STUPID, you have to make a new layer first!  

Here, let ME do it! 
 
(Leans in and takes over the mouse and keyboard. She 
adjusts the computer equipment and “boxes out” her 
partner.) 

     
GIRL 1  (Watches disinterestedly for a while.) 

 
(Half to herself) I HAD an idea for the buttons 
but I can’t remember what it was... 

  

     
GIRL 2    (Under her breath) WhatEVER... 
     
ADULT  Okay, its time to switch roles. Drivers become navigators and navigators become drivers. 
     
  NAVIGATOR  DRIVER 
GIRL 2    (Talking to the adult) We already switched... 
     
GIRL 1  But I didn’t get my full turn --   
     
GIRL 2    WhatEVER... 
     
END     
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“Good” Pair Programming Role Play 
 
  DRIVER  NAVIGATOR 
GIRL 1  Okay, now we’re going to do the second skit, and show you 

GOOD pair programming. 
 
(Carrying BINDER, she walks up to her partner) 
 
(In a friendly tone) Hi Shannon! 

  

     
GIRL 2    Hi Audrey. (Concerned) Where were you on Tuesday? 
     
GIRL 1  I was sick.   
     
  DRIVER  NAVIGATOR 
GIRL 2    Bummer. Well, why don’t you drive first today. 

 
(Moves over so her partner can sit in front of the computer. The 
mouse and keyboard are STILL in FRONT of her.) 

     
GIRL 1  (Sits down in front of the monitor.) 

 
Cool. 

   

     
GIRL 2    Let’s put the keyboard and the mouse where you can reach them, 

okay? 
 
(She moves the mouse and keyboard over to her partner.) 

     
GIRL 1  (Positions the keyboard in front of her and makes sure that 

the mouse is on the side AWAY from the navigator.) 
  

     
GIRL 2    Is my chair okay here? 

I want to show you what I did on Tuesday. 
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GIRL 1  Yeah, that’s fine. LET’S turn the screen so you can see...  
 
(Adjusts screen.) How’s that? 

  

     
GIRL 2    Good. 
     
GIRL 1  Oh, and here, I got our binder out of the closet. 

 
(Hands the binder to G2/NAV) 

  

     
GIRL 2    Thanks. 

 
(G2/NAV opens up the binder to the flowchart) 
 
Here, LET’S open it to the flowcharts for right now...   

     
GIRL 1  (Gives an affirmative nod)   
     
GIRL 2    ...but help me remember that I wrote some ideas in our design 

notebook that I want to show you later, okay?  
 
(Alternately pointing at the screen and looking at her partner) 
 
Go ahead and open our game file...no, that folder... yeah. 
 
See how on Tuesday I made a new scene for us and called it 
“welcome,” ‘cause it’s going to be the first scene that someone 
will see when they play our game. 
 
(Alternately pointing at the screen and looking at her partner) 
 
See how I typed in the direction for our game? I used the text 
that they gave us. I put it on its own layer and I called it 
“directions.” 
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GIRL 1  (Alternately looking at the screen and at her partner) 
 
How come you didn’t just call it “text” like we did before? 

  

     
  DRIVER  NAVIGATOR 
GIRL 2    Well, see, that’s one of my ideas.  

(Alternately pointing at the screen and looking at her partner) 
 
Look at what I wrote in our design notebook. Since the 
directions are the same for everybody’s game, I thought it would 
be cool if WE made our directions DO something, you know, 
like flash different colors or something? 
 
I thought it would make sense to put the directions on a separate 
layer from other text, like the title of OUR game.  
 
What do YOU think? 

     
GIRL 1  I like it. So what are we doing on OUR game today?   
     
GIRL 2    Let me look at the assignment sheet...  

 
WE have to put a button on OUR welcome page. WE’RE going 
to make it so when someone clicks on the button, it takes them 
to OUR credits page, where they can see OUR names, because 
WE’RE the fabulous builders of this game!  
 
Let me get out the flowchart about buttons from Tuesday.  
 
(Alternately pointing at the screen and looking at her partner) 
 
Okay, so WE need to go up to windows and click, no click and 
hold it down, yeah, like that. Now click on common libraries and 
then on buttons. Now WE can click on any of these buttons...  
No, on the little symbol there... yeah... and WE can see what 
they look like. When WE find one we like, WE can drag it on to 
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the stage  
     
GIRL 1  Okay, I’m clicking on different buttons to look at them... 

 
(Clicks and shows several buttons.) 
 
How about this one? (Points to the screen)  
It looks just like a button on an arcade game. See the 
shading, it looks real. 

  
 

  DRIVER  NAVIGATOR 
     
GIRL 2    I don’t like the color. How about the same button, but in red?  
     
GIRL 1  I like the green one better, but...okay. How do WE put it on 

the stage? 
  

     
GIRL 2    Just click on it... no click and hold... now drag the button on to 

the stage. 
     
GIRL 1  Okay, I’m clicking, holding... dragging...  

 
(Looks at her partner when she asks the question.) 
 
How about here? 

  

     
GIRL 2    That’s pretty good. WE can just drop it and we’ll move it later. 
     
GIRL 1  Okay, I’m dropping it --   
     
GIRL 2    (Interrupts) Wait, wait, wait! WE forgot to create a new layer! 
     
GIRL 1  Ohhh, that’s right. Okay, I’m inserting a new layer and then 

WE’LL name it “button...” 
  

     
GIRL 2    Good job! 
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ADULT  Okay, its time to switch roles. Drivers become navigators and navigators become drivers. 
     
  NAVIGATOR  DRIVER 
BOTH  (Get up out of their seats, high five and switch places.)   
     
GIRL 2   

 
 Okay, now WE can drag the button on to OUR stage... 

 
(Starts clicking, then stops) 
Hey, you didn’t get to finish. 
Do you want to drive a little longer? 

     
GIRL 1  No, its okay, I’ll get another chance later, or... (casually) 

whatever... 
  

END     
 



Handout 2.2 
Jobs & Rules for Pair Programming 

 
 
DRIVER 

• Operates key board & mouse 
• Sits in front of keyboard with mouse 
• Mouse away from navigator 
• Doesn’t grab flowcharts or binder 
• Checks for agreement on what they are doing in Flash 
• Talks to navigator about what they are doing in Flash 

 
 
NAVIGATOR 

• Follows what driver is doing on screen and prevents mistakes.  
• In charge of flowcharts, binder, game design materials and books 

(organizing, holding, reading) 
• “Notetaker” when necessary 
• Doesn’t handle mouse or keyboard 
 

 
RULES for BOTH 

• Respectful of each other 
• Switch roles without arguing (get up and move) 
• Look at/pay attention to each other 
• Talk to each other about what they are doing (esp. driver) 
• Listen to each other 
• Point at the screen 
• Catch partner up when absent 
• Angle screen so both can see and navigator can point. 
• Natural disagreement 
• Share ownership over the project 
• Help each other 
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Handout 3.1 
 

People Bingo 
 

Who wants to live 
in this town when 
he/she grows up? 

 

Who has taken a 
computer class 

before? 

Who has been  
to a foreign 

country? 
 

Who went on 
vacation this 

summer? 

Who has at least 
one cat? 

Who has at least 
one dog? 

 

Who is an only 
child? 

 

Who wants to have 
a computer job 

when she/he grows 
up? 

Who has seen a 
movie at a theater 
in the last week? 

When went 
swimming this 

summer? 

Who has cousins 
who go to the same 

school? 

Who has more than 
one best friend? Free 

Space 

Who lives with 
aunts or uncles at 

their house? 

Who wants to have 
a lot of pets when 
she/he grows up? 

Who has his/her 
own email address? 

 
 

Who has lived in 
other states? 

Who knows 
someone who works 

with computer 
programs? 

Who is someone 
you are meeting 
for the first time 

during this activity? 

Who has a page 
on Facebook? 

Who has been 
camping? 

 
 

Who loves to send 
text messages? 

 

Who is interested in 
being a game 

designer? 

Who wants to be a 
teacher when 

he/she grows up? 

Who has more 
than 3 brothers 

and sisters? 

 
 
 

 



Handout 4.1: Pair Programming Matching Activity 
 

Directions: Draw a line from the role in the pair programming team (driver or navigator) to each of the jobs that person is 
responsible for doing while working at the computer. In some cases, both roles are responsible for the same job, so there will be 
lines drawn from both roles to that job! 
 

Jobs: 
 

 
 

Operates the computer keyboard  

 
 
 

Observes during programming to 
prevent mistakes 

 

 
 “Driver” 
 

Makes decisions about what should be 
programmed 

 
  “Navigator” 

 
 

Actively listeners to her partner  

 
 

Operates computer mouse 
 

 

Refers to flowcharts 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Observes during programming to 
anticipate problems with the design 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Doesn’t grab at the mouse or keyboard 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Is polite and respectful of her partner 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 



 
 

     Rules for  
      Good Pair Programming 

   

  Help each other  Listen to each other  
 

  Don’t goof off   Pay attention to your partner 
 

  Do your best        Share the computer    

  Be cooperative  No name calling 
  
 

Pair Programming 

 

The Driver’s job is to: 
 

• Move the mouse and run the computer. 
• Help in decision making. 
• Communicate with the Navigator. 
• Follow the rules for good 
     pair programming 

 

 
A Good Driver DOESN’T: 

 

• Make it so the Navigator can’t see the 
screen. 

 
 

 

The Navigator’s job is to: 
 
• Direct the Driver. 
• Read the flowcharts. 
• Move the computer so both partners 

can see it. 
• Follow the rules for good 
     pair programming 

 
A Good Navigator DOESN’T: 

 

• Grab the keyboard & mouse. 
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Handout 4.2 

Draw What I Say 
DRAWING MODELS 

 
 
 
 
Easy model      Medium difficulty model 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Difficult model Very difficult model 
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Handout 5.1 

Pair Programming Checklist 
 

Directions: 
• Identify the good pair programming practices you see during instruction by putting a check 

mark in the box beside each thing that you see the pair do well.  

• If the pair doesn’t do something well, DO NOT check the box beside that practice.  

• Use the space at the bottom to describe specific things that the pair did well, or things that they 
should improve. 

 
1. Did not grab things from each other ...........................................  
 
2. Driver didn’t “hog” the screen. ...................................................  
 
3. They helped each other .............................................................  
 
4. Showed respect to each other ....................................................  
 
5. Navigator directed the Driver .....................................................  
 
6. Asked for the other person’s opinion ..........................................  
 
7. Listened to each other ...............................................................  
 
8. Made decisions together ............................................................  
 
9. Pointed at things on the screen ..................................................  
 
10. Navigator read the flowchart ......................................................  
 
11. Navigator didn’t grab the keyboard or mouse ..............................  

 
What is one thing they could improve? 

 
 
Can you think of anything they did well that is not on the checklist? 

 



Open Creator and choose “Create a Sim”.

ETR Associates ©2009.



Click on the 
“stages” drawer.

First, click on the 
yellow tab so you 

can see the drawers.
Click on the blank stage.

Click on the triangle next 
to the words 

“Background Color”.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4
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Step 5

Click on the color 
you would like.

Then 
Click

“done”

Now you should have a stage 
that has the background color

you chose.

But what if you want a more interesting
background, instead of just a plain color?
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Open a new “sim”.  
Go through steps 1, 2 & 3 from other page.

Then, click on 
“background”

Choose “get 
background”.

Click on the background you 
like, and it will become the 
background of your stage.

Then, choose a sim that has a
background you like. 

Bringing a Background onto your Stage
Transfondos para el Escenario
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First, open a “New Sim”.

Then, click here, and 
choose“Open Second Sim”

Next, choose a “sim” that has characters
you want to use.  Then you’ll see two stages.

Click on the 
yellow tab so
that you can

see the 
“character
drawer” of
the second 

“sim”.

Click on the 
“Character Drawer”, 

then drag the 
character you like
onto your stage.

Now there
should be

a character
on your 
stage!ETR Associates ©2009.



Step 1: Put the star onto the stage.

Step 2: Put the drawing tool on top of 
the star.

Step 3: You’ll see the “Picture Painter 
box open up, with the star in it.

Step 4: Click “Clear” so that the star 
disappears.

Step 5:  Use the pencil and other tools 
to draw any character you’d like.

Step 6: 
Click “done” when finished.
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Step 1:  Put a character onto 
your stage that you’ll use to 
make your maze.  
Ponga a algo en su esenario 
que quiere usar en hacer tu 
labertino.

Step 2:  Click on the copy tool, 
then click on the object.
“Clik” en el instrumento del 
copiar, y desupues, “clik” en el 
objecto.

Step 4:  Click on the 
delete tool.
“Clik” en el instrumento 
del cancelar.

Step 5: Move the cursor 
onto the stage, and hold 
down the cursor.  Cut a 
maze out of the objects by 
moving the cursor around 
the stage.
Mueva a la rata por el esenario, para 
cortar un labertino de los objectos.

Step 3: While holding 
down the cursor button, 
move the cursor all over 
the stage, so that it’s 
completely covered with 
copies of the object.  Try to 
copy one row at a time and 
avoid gong back over areas 
that already have objects.

Empujando en la rata, mueva 
la rata por el escenario, 
cubriendo toda la área.  Trate 
en copiar un fila por vez, y 
evitar en regresarte a áreas 
cuales ya tienen objetos.

ETR Associates ©2009.



Step 1:  Click on the Rule Tool, and put it 
onto the character.  Stretch the window one 
space to the right. 

Step 2: Click on the 
yellow tab under the 
rule.
Step 3: Click on the 
“Use Keys” button – the 
little “A”.

Step 4: Press the right-arrow key, on your 
keyboard, to tell Creator you want him to 
move “right” when that key is pushed.  
Then click “OK”.

Step 5: Move your character one space to 
the right, and click “done”.

Step 6:  Go 
through the 
same steps 
for “left”, 
“up”, “down.” 
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Step 1: Bring a villain onto 
your maze.  
Traiga un atacante a su 
esenario.

Step 2:  Click on the Rule Tool, 
then click on your villain.

Step 4:  Move your villain up 
into the empty space above it.  
Then click “done”.  
Mueva a el atacante al espacio arriba. “Clik” 
“done”.

Step 5: Now it moves up; make 
rules so that it moves down, 
left and right.
Haga relglas de bajarse, moverse a la 
izquierda, y a la derecha.

Step 3:
Stretch the 
rule window to 

one space above your 
villain.  Espacie a la ventana de la 
regla a un espacio arriba del atacante.

Step 6:  Double-
click on your villain 
to see its rules.

Double-click here, 
then click on this 
menu and choose 
“do random”.  Drag 
all 4 rules into the 
“Do Random” Box.
Mueva las cuatro reglas a la 
caja de ‘Do Random”

ETR Associates ©2009.
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Handout 8.1 

Pair Programming Partner Check-in for: 
Partner’s Name:  ____________________________________ 

 

 

Today, while working 

as the DRIVER  you… 

 

Did this a lot. 

Did this, but I 
would like you 
to do it more. 

DRIVER will try 
to improve 
(mark one): 

 

Actively looked for programming 
mistakes 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Actively looked for problems with 
our design 

 

 

 

  

 

Helped figure out what should be 
programmed 

 

 

 

  

 

Actively listened to me, your partner 

 

 

  

 

Came up with new ideas 

 

 

  

 

Helped me improve my computer 
skills 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Was friendly and respectful  
towards me, your partner 
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Complimented me on my ideas and 
my teamwork 

 

   

 

Used my ideas in creating things 
with the mouse and keyboard 

 

 

 

 

  

Other: 

 

 

   

 

Write your partner a message: __________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

From ___________________________ Date _______ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

When I’m DRIVER, my goal is to try to improve in the area marked above. 
I’m going to try to achieve this goal by: 
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Pair Programming Partner Check-in for: 

Partner’s Name:  ____________________________________ 
 

 

Today, while working 

as the NAVIGATOR  you… 

 

Did this a lot. 

Did this, but I 
would like you 
to do it more. 

NAVIGATOR 
will try to 
improve 

(mark one): 

 

Actively looked for programming 
mistakes 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Actively looked for problems with 
our design 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Helped figure out what should be 
programmed 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Actively listened to me, your partner 

 

 

 

  

 

Came up with new ideas 

 

 

 

  

 

Helped me improve my computer 
skills 
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Was friendly and respectful  
towards me, your partner 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Complimented me on my ideas and 
my teamwork 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Used my ideas in creating things 
with the mouse and keyboard 

 

 

 

  

Other:  

 

 

   

 

Write your partner a message: __________________________________________________ 

 

 

From ___________________________ Date _______ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When I’m NAVIGATOR, my goal is to try to improve in the area marked above. 
I’m going to try to achieve this goal by: 
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Handout 8.2 

GOAL CARDS 
 
Print, laminate and cut out into individual cards. 
 
 

 
 

Treating your partner with respect.

Talking to your partner, describing the 

Thing you're doing as driver or navigator.

Moving, without arguing, when it 

is time to switch roles.

Listening to your partner.

Catching your partner up when she is absent.

Not grabbing the mouse/keyboard 
when you’re navigator or the binder/design 

papers when you’re the driver.

Not “hogging” the screen.

Coming up with new ideas and sharing them.

Making decisions together with your partner 

And compromising over disagreements.

Doing your job: operating the 
keyboard/mouse when you are driver and 

preventing mistakes/solving problems 
when you are navigator.

Treating your partner with respect.

Talking to your partner, describing the 

Thing you're doing as driver or navigator.

Moving, without arguing, when it 

is time to switch roles.

Listening to your partner.

Catching your partner up when she is absent.

Not grabbing the mouse/keyboard 
when you’re navigator or the binder/design 

papers when you’re the driver.

Not “hogging” the screen.

Coming up with new ideas and sharing them.

Making decisions together with your partner 

And compromising over disagreements.

Doing your job: operating the 
keyboard/mouse when you are driver and 

preventing mistakes/solving problems 
when you are navigator.



Handout 8.3 

 How Did I Do on My Pair Programming Goal? 
My Name:  _____________________________________________________________  

My Goal This Week Was to Improve:  ______________________________________  
 _____________________________________________________________________  
How I Did on my Goal: 

 

 

 
 

 

Suggestion(s) for improvement from my partner: 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      
 

 

 

I improved a little. 
 

I think I should keep 
working on this goal 

 
 

I improved a lot. 
 

I think I should set 
a new goal 

 
 

I didn’t improve at all 
 

I think I should keep 
working on this goal 

 

How Did I Do on My Pair Programming Goal? 
My Name:  ______________________________________________________________  

My Goal This Week Was to Improve:  ______________________________________  
 ______________________________________________________________________  
How I Did on my Goal: 

 

 

 
 

 

Suggestion(s) for improvement from my partner: 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

I improved a little. 
 

I think I should keep 
working on this goal 

 
 

I improved a lot. 
 

I think I should set 
a new goal 

 
 

I didn’t improve at all 
 

I think I should keep 
working on this goal 

 



Step 2:  Stretch the rule window 
so that it includes the villain.  In 
this case, add to the rule that the 
right-arrow key must be pushed.

Now, delete the main character 
and click “done”. 

Espaciar a la 
ventana de regla 
para incluir el 
atacante.

Diga a Creator que 
tambien en la regla, 
la flecha derecha 
tiene que 
empujada.

Borre al carácter.

“Clic” “done”.

Step 1:  Put your player 
character next to your 
villain.  Then, click on the 
Rule Tool, and then on the 
Player Character. 

Ponga a su                                 
carácter al  
lado de su 
atacante.   

“Clic” en el 
instrumento  
de las reglas, 
y después en 
la carácter.
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Step 6:  Click on the menu, and then 
choose “reset”. Click “done”.
*** IF YOUR RESET BUTTON COVERS 
TWO SQUARE (like this example) you 
will need to do the same steps 
beginning with step 4.

Step 7: Save your game.

Reset Buttons / Botónes de Empezar Otra Vez
Step 1:  Drag a star 
onto your stage, and 
then drag the 
“painter” on top of 
the star, so that you 
open the “picture 
painter”.

Step 2:  Click 
“Clear”, then on the 
“a” inside the 
“picture painter” 
and then type 
“Reset”.

Step 4:  Click on the 
“Rule Tool”, and 
then on your 
“Reset” button.

Step 5:  Click on the 
“mouse” picture, 
and then on the 
“reset” button IN 
THE RULE MAKER 
AREA. 
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“You Win” Message / Mensage de Ganar

Step 1:  Drag a star 
onto your stage, and 
then drag the 
“painter” on top of 
the star, so that you 
open the “picture 
painter”.

Step 2:  Click on the 
“a” inside the 
“picture painter” 
and then type “You 
Win!”.

Step 3: Put your character next to the winning space.

Step 4:  Click on the “Rule Tool”, and then on your 
character.   Stretch the        “rule window” to include
the winning space.

Step 5:  Make a rule       that when the character tries
to move into that          space,  the “You Win” message
appears – drag the       “You Win” from your character 
drawer into your         rule.

Step 6: You might     need more rules so that the 
character can win    from up, down, left, and right.
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Handout 10.3: Affirmation Slips  

(copy and cut into strips, enough for one per student) 
 

What is something you noticed that someone did especially well today? 

 

 

 

 

 

What is something you noticed that someone did especially well today? 

 

 

 

 

 

What is something you noticed that someone did especially well today? 

 

 

 

 

 

What is something you noticed that someone did especially well today? 

 

 

 

 

 

What is something you noticed that someone did especially well today? 

 



“Player 
Character” –
the character 
that the 
player moves 
around.

Helper 
Character

“Villain” / 
Someone 
who can 
cause 
harm.

“Victim” –
someone 
in trouble 
who 
needs to 
be saved.

What is the 
“Player 
Character” 
trying to 
accomplish?  
She’s trying to 
save someone, 
and get down 
the river safely.

Other Problems for the 
“Player Character”:

Dangerous River
Rocks
Logs ETR Associates ©2009



1. Click on the 
yellow tab in 
order to see the 
drawers/cajónes

2.  Click on the 
“Sounds” 
Drawer.

3. Click on “get”.

GO TO OTHER SIDE
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5.   You’ll see this box open up, showing 
you Creator’s collection of “Clip          

Sounds.”

6. Double click on the name of any 
sound, and then you’ll see that sound 
in your “Sounds” drawer.

7. When you want a character to make 
a sound when certain things happen, 
make rules for that character, and 
drag the sound from the sound 
drawer, or cajón, onto the character, 
while making the rule.



Putting Special Objects into your Game pg. 1 of 1

1. Put your character next to the magical 
object.

2. Click on the Rule Tool, and then on the 
character.

3. Stretch the rule window so that it includes 
the character, the object, and one more 
space.

4. Make a rule that when the main character moves using 
the arrow keys, the object moves along with the character, 
right behind.  
Look at the Rule Maker area.  Notice that at the beginning of 
the rule, the character is next to the object.

And notice that at the end of the rule, the character and the 
object have moved one space to the left.

5. Next, you’ll need rules that the object follows the 
character in every direction – right, up, and down.   

6. What do you want the character to be able to do now that 
it has the special object?  Kill monsters?   Go through a door?  
Now, make rules that the character can do what you want, 
but the rule window must be stretched to include the 
character and the special object when you make the rules.

Make rules so that your character can 
only do something important, once it gets 
a special object.  For example, it can only 

go through the door, or it can only kill 
monsters, once it has the special object.
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Handout 11.4 Beta Text Evaluation Sheet, ETR Associates ©2009 Page1 

Handout 11.5 

Beta Test Evaluation Sheet 
 
 
Creators of Game_______________________________________ 
 
Testers_______________________________________________ 
 
 
Did you find any doors that didn’t work properly? If yes, which stage and what is the problem? 
 
Stage_________ 
Problem_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Stage_________ 
Problem_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Stage_________ 
Problem_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
What did you like about the game?  What did you think was cool? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Did you find any bugs (words not spelled correctly, rules that didn’t work, etc…) 
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Action Game Rubric Game Title__________ Judge_______________ 
Introduction Page 

 3 points=Very Clear 2 points=Clear 1 point=Not Clear 0 points=none 
Directions     
 Back Story     
 3 points=none 2 points=1-2 mistakes 1 point= 3-5 mistakes 0 points=6+ mistakes 
Grammar and spelling     
 3 points=Very 

attractive and inviting 
2 points=Somewhat 

attractive and inviting 
1 point= not attractive 

or inviting 
 

Appearance     
 1 point= Title present 0 point=no title   
Title     
Total possible points = 10points     
 

Game Playing stage 
 1 point=true 0 points=not true 
At least two stage of game play that increase in difficulty   
At least one challenge in each stage   
A working reset button in each stage   
Multiple appearances for at least one character   
Main character successfully moves from one stage to the next   
The player has to use the mouse, arrow keys or other button to make 
something happen. 

  

 3 points=Very 
true 

2 points= 
Somewhat true 

1 point=Not true 

Goal for each stage is clear    
Game is fun to play    
Storyline is unique    
Game is challenging but not impossible    
    
Total possible points=18    
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Credits Page 

 1 point=true 0 points=not true 
There is a “win” notification   

First names or Whyville names of developers 
present 

  

“Start over” or” Reset “button that goes to the 
Introduction page 

  

Total possible points= 3   
 

Rule List 
 5 points=Very true 3 points=Somewhat true 1 point=Not true 

Rules are labeled with a name    
The rule list is clean (no duplicate 

rules or rules that never fire) 
   

Characters are labeled with a 
name 

   

Rules fire correctly    
Comments are added to rules to 

help understand them 
   

    
Total possible points= 25    

 

Bonus Points 
 5 points=true 0 points=not true 

Each stage is no larger than width=24 
height=16 

  

There is a timer or scoreboard that adds to the 
game experience 

  

There are at least 3 original characters    
There is at least one instance where multiple 
characters have rules set to fire at same time 

  

Total Possible Points = 20pts   
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Back Story Design Sheet 
 
 
Who is the main character and why are they in the situation? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is the problem that the player is trying to overcome? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How does the player overcome the problem? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What happens after the player overcomes the problem? 

 
 
 



Step 1:
Click on the “Special” drawer.

Step 2:
Drag the “abc” onto your stage.

Step 3:  Type into the box, 
then double-click on it.

Step 4: Double-click on the 
little yellow tab here.  You’ll 
see this area, that lets you 
change the color and size of 
your words.
Cambie el tamano, color y 
typo de letras en este área.
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Making an “action Game” Part 1
Programming your Character to Drop Bombs / Programar a su Carácter en Soltar a las Bombas

Step 1: Bring in the 
character that will be dropping 
“bombs”.  Make rules to make 
that character move left, right, 
up, and down using arrow 
keys.    Traiga el carácter en el 
escenario; haga reglas para 
causar al carácter en mover en 
todas las direcciones, con las 
flechas.

Step 2: Make a rule that when the 
player clicks hits the “space” key, bombs 
drop.  Regla:  Cuando el jugador usa la 
“space”, se calla la bomba.
Click on the rule tool, then on the 
character.

Step 3:  Stretch the rule window one                   
space down.

Step 4:  Open the character  
drawer, and drag the bomb 

into       the lower square of the rule.  
Bomba    abajo del  carácter en la regla.

Step 5: Click on the “A” 
symbol, and then on the 
“space” key.

Step 6: Click “done”.

Step 7: Make a rule that 
your bomb falls down.  Regla:  
La bomba se baja.  
Click on the “rule tool” 
and then on your 
“bomb”.  Stretch the 
“rule window” one space 
down.

Step 8: Move the bomb 
one space down, and click 
“done”.
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Making an “Action Game”  Part 2
Step 1:  What will you be bombing?  (What will be moving along the bottom of your stage?)  Make rules so that things are 
moving along the bottom of the stage.  Then, in steps 2-5, you’ll make “5 points” appear when your bombs hit things.  ¿Las bombas 
se bajan contra qué? ¿Qué se está  moviendo por el inferior de tu escenario? Despues, programara en “5 points”

Step 2:  Put your bomb on top of             
the thing you’ll be bombing.

Step 3: Click on the “rule tool” and 
then on the bomb.  Stretch the rule 
window to include the thing you’re 
bombing.

Step 4:  Delete the bomb and the 
thing you’re bombing. 

Extra
Make the character look smashed

Step 1: First you will need to have a 
second appearance for the character.  If 
you don’t know how to make a second 
appearance review the handout.

Step 2: Put the bomb on top of the 
thing you’ll be bombing

Step 3:  Right click on the character 
you will bomb and choose the appearance 
you want it to turn into.

Step 4: Delete the bomb and click 
done.

ETR Associates ©2009
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Character and 1st Play Stage Design 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 What is the name of your player character?  What does it look like? 
      Draw the Character or write a description 
 
Name:  _______________   

Your Name: 

What are the names of other characters in your game?  What do they look like?  Are 
they villains or friends?   

Draw the Character or write a description 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Name_______________   Name_______________ 
Circle one: Villain      Friend   Circle one: Villain      Friend 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Name:________________  Name:________________ 
Circle one: Villain      Friend   Circle one: Villain      Friend 
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 Use the grid to draw how you want your 1st play stage to look in Creator. 



Shooting or Dropping “Bombs or Projectiles” (page 1 of 1)
Programming your Character to Drop Bombs / Programar a su Carácter en Soltar a las Bombas

Step 1: Bring in the 
character that will be dropping 
“bombs”.  Make rules to make 
that character move left, right, 
up, and down using arrow 
keys.    Traiga el carácter en el 
escenario; haga reglas para 
causar al carácter en mover en 
todas las direcciones, con las 
flechas.

Step 2: Make a rule that when the 
player clicks hits the “space” key, bombs 
drop.  Regla:  Cuando el jugador usa la 
“space”, se calla la bomba.
Click on the rule tool, then on the 
character.

Step 3:  Stretch the rule window one                   
space down.

Step 4:  Open the character  
drawer, and drag the bomb 

into       the lower square of the rule.  
Bomba    abajo del  carácter en la regla.

Step 5: Click on 
the “A” symbol, and 
then on the “space” 
key.

Step 6: Click 
“done.”

Step 7: Make a rule that 
your bomb falls down.  
Regla:  La bomba se baja.  
Click on the “rule tool” 
and then on your 
“bomb”.  Stretch the 
“rule window” one 
space down.

Step 8: Move the bomb 
one space down, and click 
“done.”
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Feedback Form 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Peer Signature:__________________ 
 
Peer Signature:__________________ 
 

+ 
What do you like about the game? 

 
 
 
 

What might improve the game? 



Step 1:  Click on the “Special” drawer, 
and then drag the door onto your stage.

Step 2: Click on the “Stages” drawer, 
and click “new” to 
make a second stage 
appear.

Step 3: Look at both stages by clicking 
here: 

Step 4:  Drag the second stage into the 
second stage area.

Step 5: Click on the door so that you 
can see the exit or salida.
Step 6: Drag the exit to the second 
stage, to where you want your character 
to be after going through the door.
Step 7: Make a rule that your character 
can go through the door.
Step 8: Open the “global” drawer, and 
drag your character into the “follow me” 
box.

“Step 6: Drag the exit to the 
second stage.”

“Step 
8:Open the 
Global 
Drawer”
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Step 1: open 
the characters 
rules and 
create a 
variable box.  
Drag it to an 
empty space. 
Name it and 
put a zero “0” 
in the box.
*If you can’t see 
the options click 
on the yellow tab.

Step 2: Create 
a rule that has 
the character 
eat the 
object.

ETR Associates ©2009

*Don’t forget 
to rename 
the rule!

Making a character eat a certain amount of objects before it can pass through a door
Page 1 of 4
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Step 3: Click 
on the “put 
action” tool.  

A box will appear 
below.

Step 4: Drag 
the variable 
box into the 
second 
square. 

Step 5: Put a 
1 in the first 
box and 
choose “add” 
from the 
drop down 
menu.
Click “done”

Making a character eat a certain amount of objects before it can pass through a door
Page 2 of 4
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Making a character eat a certain amount of objects before it can pass through a door
Page 3 of 4

Step 6: Put 
your character 
next to the 
door and create 
rule for it to 
walk through 
the door.

Step 7: Click 
on the red 
question mark 
and a box will 
appear.

Drag your 
Character 
through the 
door.

*Don’t forget 
to rename 
the rule!

Now we will make a rule that only allows it to go through the door when 
the player eats a certain amount of objects.
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Making a character eat a certain amount of objects before it can pass through a door
Page 4 of 4

Step 8: In the 
second box 
drag your 
variable box in 
it.

In the first box 
enter the 
number you 
want the player 
to have to eat 
before going 
through the 
door.

In the “is” box 
choose the 
greater than 
symbol. 

Step 9: Click Done and test it out.
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2nd Play Stage Design 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 Are there any changes in your story from your original back story?   
 
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
   

Your Name: 

What are of any new characters?  What do they look like?   
Draw the Character or write a description 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Name_______________   Name_______________ 
Circle one: Villain      Friend   Circle one: Villain      Friend 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Name:________________  Name:________________ 
Circle one: Villain      Friend   Circle one: Villain      Friend 
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Use the grid to draw how you want your 2nd play stage to look in Creator. 



Rename a character Rename a rule
Step 1: Open the “rule list” for a character 
and double click on it.

Step 2: Type the name of the rule in the  
“name box.”  Make sure you choose a name 
that will describe the rule.

Step 3: Click done!
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“Clean List” of rules to move character and have it go through the door. 

 
 
“Dirty List” of rules to move character and have it go through door. 

 



Step  1: place the 
“bomb” above the 
object to be hit. 

Step  2: Open the 
Global drawer

Step  3: Click on 
the variable tab 
and drag it to an 
open space. 
Rename it “Score”
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Bombing an object to get points  
page 1 of 5 



Step  4: Create a 
new rule and 
highlight the 
bomb and the 
object being 
bombed.
Step  5: Click on 
the action tabs to 
open the action 
window.

Step  6: Click on 
put tool.  This 
will open a box 
with two empty 
boxes.

Step 7:  Drag the 
variable in the 
global into the 
box on the right.
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Don’t 
forget to 
rename 
the rule!

Bombing an object to get points  page 2 of 5 



Step  8: Type 1 
into the other 
box.

Step  9: Make the 
rule that the 
character gets 
bombed.  Delete 
the character and 
the “bomb.”

Step  10: Click 
Done
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Bombing an object to get points  
page 3 of 5 



Step  11: Create a 
new character 
and open the 
paint tool.

Step  12: Click 
clear.

Step  13: Drag 
the score 
variable into the 
character paint 
window.
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Bombing an object to get points  
page 4 of 5 



Step  14: Bring in 
your character 
and place it near 
the door.

Step  15: Make 
the a rule that 
allows your 
character to walk 
through the door.

Step  16: Click 
the “and if” 
button.

Step 17:  A new box 
will appear. Drag the 
“score variable” from 
the global drawer into 
the Right box.

Step 18: Type the 
number 5  into the 
box on the left. *You 
can make this any 
number that you want 
the score to have to 
be before the 
character can walk 
through the door.

Step 19: Choose the 
“greater than symbol” 
and click done.
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Bombing an object to get points  
page 5 of 5 



Step  14: Create a 
new character 
and open the 
paint tool.

Step  12: Click 
clear.

Step  13: Drag 
the score 
variable into the 
character paint 
window.
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Trivia Game Rubric 
Introduction Page 

 3 points=Very Clear 2 points=Clear 1 point=Not Clear 0 points=none 
Directions for player     

Introduction of Topic     
 3 points=no mistakes 2 points=1-2 mistakes 1 point= 3-5 mistakes 0 points=6+ mistakes 
Grammar and spelling     
 3 points=Very 

attractive and inviting 
2 points=Somewhat 

attractive and inviting 
1 point= not attractive 

or inviting 
 

Appearance     
 1 point= True 0 point=Not True   
Title is present     

Stage is no larger than width=24 
height=16 

    

 

Game Playing stage 
 1 point=true 0 points=not true 
At least 10 questions that increase in difficulty   
Each stage is no larger than width=24 height=16   
A wrong answer notification   
A working reset button at each wrong answer stage   
Main character successfully moves from one stage to the next   
The player has to use the mouse, arrow keys or other button to make 
something happen or uses a scoreboard. 

  

 3 points=Very 
true 

2 points= 
Somewhat true 

1 point=Not true 

Goal for each stage is clear    
Game is fun to play    
Questions are challenging     
Player has an opportunity to learn from the questions    
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Credits Page 
 1 point=true 0 points=not true 

There is a “win” notification   
Stage is no larger than width=24 height=16   

First names or Whyville names of developers 
present 

  

“Start over” or” Reset “button that goes to the 
Introduction page 

  

 

Rule List 
 5 points=Very true 3 points=Somewhat true 1 point=Not true 

Rules are labeled with a name    
The rule list is clean (no duplicate 

rules or rules that never fire) 
   

Characters are labeled with a 
name 

   

Rules fire correctly    
Comments are added to rules to 

help explain them 
   

 

Bonus Points 
 5 points=true 0 points=not true 

Questions are based on a topic that is being 
taught  in their class  

  

Questions address a concern in the community   
Player can earn points for each question they 
answer correctly. 
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Trivia Game Topic Ideas 

 
 

Write down 3 ideas for a trivia game and get feedback from another pair to see which one they like.  
 
 For example: 
Idea #1: Trivia game about Watsonville facts.   
Idea #2: Trivia game about volcanoes. 
Idea #3: Trivia game on fractions. 
 

Your ideas 
 
Idea #1 
 
Idea #2 

 
Idea #3 
 
 

Trivia Game Topic Ideas 

 
 

Write down 3 ideas for a trivia game and get feedback from another pair to see which one they like.  
 
 For example: 
Idea #1: Trivia game about Watsonville facts.   
Idea #2: Trivia game about animals that live in water. 
Idea #3: Trivia game on fractions. 
 

Your ideas 
 
Idea #1 
 
Idea #2 

 
Idea #3 
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TRIVIA GAME 
Question and Answer Sheet 

 
Your Name:_________________________ 
Name of Game:_____________________ 
 
Question 1: ________________________________________________ 

Correct Answer:______________________________________ 
Incorrect Answer:_____________________________________ 
Incorrect Answer:_____________________________________ 
 
Where did you find the correct answer (check box)? 

� Internet (write web page):______________________________________ 

� Other(write where)____________________________________________ 

� My Brain:__________________ 
 
Question 2:________________________________________________ 

Correct Answer:______________________________________ 
Incorrect Answer:_____________________________________ 
Incorrect Answer:_____________________________________ 
 
Where did you find the correct answer (check box)? 

� Internet (write web page):______________________________________ 

� Other(write where)____________________________________________ 

� My Brain:__________________ 
 
Question 3:________________________________________________ 

Correct Answer:______________________________________ 
Incorrect Answer:_____________________________________ 
Incorrect Answer:_____________________________________ 
 
Where did you find the correct answer (check box)? 

� Internet (write web page):______________________________________ 

� Other(write where)____________________________________________ 

� My Brain:__________________ 
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Question 4:________________________________________________ 

Correct Answer:______________________________________ 
Incorrect Answer:_____________________________________ 
Incorrect Answer:_____________________________________ 
 
Where did you find the correct answer (check box)? 

� Internet (write web page):______________________________________ 

� Other(write where)____________________________________________ 

� My Brain:__________________ 
 
Question 5:________________________________________________ 

Correct Answer:______________________________________ 
Incorrect Answer:_____________________________________ 
Incorrect Answer:_____________________________________ 
 
Where did you find the correct answer (check box)? 

� Internet (write web page):______________________________________ 

� Other(write where)____________________________________________ 

� My Brain:__________________ 
 
Question 6:________________________________________________ 

Correct Answer:______________________________________ 
Incorrect Answer:_____________________________________ 
Incorrect Answer:_____________________________________ 
 
Where did you find the correct answer (check box)? 

� Internet (write web page):______________________________________ 

� Other(write where)____________________________________________ 

� My Brain:__________________ 
 
Question 7:________________________________________________ 

Correct Answer:______________________________________ 
Incorrect Answer:_____________________________________ 
Incorrect Answer:_____________________________________ 
 
Where did you find the correct answer (check box)? 

� Internet (write web page):______________________________________ 

� Other(write where)____________________________________________ 

� My Brain:__________________ 
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Adventure Game Rubric 
Introduction Page 

 3 points=Very Clear 2 points=Clear 1 point=Not Clear 0 points=none 
Directions     
 Back Story     
Topic of game     
 3 points=none 2 points=1-2 mistakes 1 point= 3-5 mistakes 0 points=6+ mistakes 
Grammar and spelling     
 3 points=Very 

attractive and inviting 
2 points=Somewhat 

attractive and inviting 
1 point= not attractive 

or inviting 
 

Appearance     
 1 point= Title present 0 point=no title   
Title     
Total possible points = 16points     
 

Game Playing stage 
 1 point=true 0 points=not true 
At least four stages of game play that increase in difficulty   
A working reset button in each stage where you can be defeated   
Multiple appearances for at least one character   
Main character successfully moves from one stage to the next   
The player has to use the mouse, arrow keys or other button to make 
something happen. 

  

There is text in the story between characters   
 3 points=Very 

true 
2 points= 

Somewhat true 
1 point=Not true 

Goal for each stage is clear    
Game is fun to play    
Storyline is unique    
Game is challenging but not impossible    
There is  clear beginning, middle and end of the game    
Total possible points=21    
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Credits Page 
 1 point=true 0 points=not true 

There is a “win” notification   
First names or Whyville names of developers 

present 
  

“Start over” or” Reset “button that goes to the 
Introduction page 

  

Total possible points= 3   
 

Rule List 
 5 points=Very true 3 points=Somewhat true 1 point=Not true 

Rules are labeled with a name    
The rule list is clean (no duplicate 

rules or rules that never fire) 
   

Characters are labeled with a 
name 

   

Rules fire correctly    
Comments are added to rules to 

help understand them 
   

    
Total possible points= 25    

 

Bonus Points 
 5 points=true 0 points=not true 

Each stage is no larger than width=24 
height=16 

  

There is a timer or scoreboard that adds to the 
game experience 

  

There are at least 3 original characters    
There is at least one instance where multiple 
characters have rules set to fire at same time 

  

Jars are used to organize rules   
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There are 3 different sounds in the game   
Total possible points= 30   
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Adventure Story Design Sheet 
 
What is the topic of the game? 
 
6th grade 
� ancient Egypt 
� ancient China 
� Pangaea & plate 

tectonics 
 

7th grade 
� medieval China 
� medieval Japan 
� medieval 

Europe 
 

8th grade 
� Industrial 

Revolution 
 

Any grade 
� multiplication & division 
� decimals, fractions & percents 
� reading comprehension 
� nonviolent social change  
� Other____________________________________ 
 

 
Who is the player character? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Describe where the story takes place (beginning)? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is the problem the character has to overcome (Middle)? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What happens after the player overcomes the problem (end)? 
 
 
 

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________ 

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________ 

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________ 

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________ 
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Character and 1st Play Stage Design 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 What is the name of your player character?  What does it look like? 
      Draw the Character or write a description 
 
Name:  _______________   

Your Name: 

What are the names of other characters in your game?  What do they look like?  Are 
they villains or friends?   

Draw the Character or write a description 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Name_______________   Name_______________ 
Circle one: Villain      Friend   Circle one: Villain      Friend 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Name:________________  Name:________________ 
Circle one: Villain      Friend   Circle one: Villain      Friend 
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 Use the grid to draw how you want your 1st play stage to look in Creator. 



Creating Text Between Two Characters
Step 1: Move the player 
character next to the 
character you want it to talk 
to.

Step 2: Drag  a new 
character on to the screen, 
use the paint tool to edit it, 
and  clear it by clicking 
“clear”

Step 3: Use the zoom out 
tool to give you more space 
to write.  

Step 4: Choose the “text tool”

Step 5: Type the text you want to 
appear and click done.

Step 6. Follow steps2-5 to create 
the next text you want to appear.

1Creating Text Between Two Characters-GGCETR Associates ©2009



Step 7: On your screen you will have both sets 
of text.  

Step 8: Delete both sets of text and create 
a rule for your player character

Step 9: Stretch the rule window over the 
character the player interacts with and 
where you want the text to appear. 

Step 10: Open the “and if” tab and choose 
the “A” key.  Choose a key that will cause 
text to appear (Spacebar in my example)

2Creating Text Between Two Characters-GGC
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Step 11: Open the “character” 
window and choose the text you 
want to appear and drop it in the 
open space.

Step 12: Click done

Step 13: Create another rule for the 
player character and stretch it over 
the character you are talking to and 
the text.

Step 14: Choose the “A” key and 
choose the same key board 
command, click done.

3Creating Text Between Two Characters-GGCETR Associates ©2009



Step 15: Delete the old text and insert 
the new text. Click done.

Step 16: Save your work!

Step 17: Continue to follow steps 13-
15 to insert more text.

4Creating Text Between Two Characters-GGC

Helpful hints:
Hint #1:  You may want to change the colors 
of the text, so the player knows how is 
talking.

Hint #2:  You can also create an area in the 
bottom where all the text appears (see 
Elliot's Duck).

Hint #3: You may want to first write your 
text in Microsoft Word  and spell check it  
to avoid Typos

ETR Associates ©2009
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2nd Play Stage Design 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 Are there any changes in your story from your original back story?   
 
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
   

Your Name: 

What are of any new characters?  What do they look like?   
Draw the Character or write a description 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Name_______________   Name_______________ 
Circle one: Villain      Friend   Circle one: Villain      Friend 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Name:________________  Name:________________ 
Circle one: Villain      Friend   Circle one: Villain      Friend 
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Use the grid to draw how you want your 2nd play stage to look in Creator. 
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Handout 35.1 

Next Steps 
 
Think about what you need to do to finish your game. Write down three steps that you can complete in 
one session. 

 
To finish my game, I need to: 
 
1. Step One: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Step Two: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Step Three: 
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Debugging Worksheet (Adventure Game) 
 
 
Creator of Game_______________________________________ 
 
Tester_______________________________________________ 
 
 
Did you find any doors that didn’t work properly? If yes, which stage and what is the problem? 
 
Stage_________ 
Problem_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Stage_________ 
Problem_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Stage_________ 
Problem_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
What did you like about the game?  What did you think was cool? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Did you find any bugs (words not spelled correctly, rules that didn’t work, etc…) 
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Challenge 1: Tami’s World  
 
 
In this challenge, you will: 
 

• Practice using the main areas of Storytelling Alice including the Scenes window, Objects 
tree, details panel and method editor 

• Add objects from the local gallery 
• Program an object to talk 

 
A. First you will look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open Storytelling Alice. 

� 2. In the box that appears, make sure the Open a world tab is selected and open 
1TamisWorldComplete.a2w. 

  
HINT:

� 3. Click on Play button to see what the completed challenge looks like. 

 For the worlds you may have to search in another place on your computer or look for 
a zipped file (yellow suitcase) by going to the bottom of this window to Files of Type: and 
selecting All Files. 

� 4.  Click on the X in the upper right OR click on Stop button to close the world. 

 
B. Now you will make your own Storytelling Alice world. 

� 1. Go to the File menu and chose New World. 
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� 2. In the box that appears, make sure that the Templates tab is selected and click on 
grass and then Open.  

 
 

C. Next you will add Tami the robot to your world. 

� 1. Click on the green ADD OBJECTS button. 
 

 
 

 

� 2. Click on Characters folder at bottom of screen. 

� 3. Click on the future folder. 

� 4. Click Class Tami tile to open the Tami information box. 

� 5. Click on Add instance to world button to add a copy of Tami to the world. 
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� 6. Click on the DONE button  or done adding objects button  (upper left 
in Object window) to return to the Method editor. 

� 7. Go to the File menu and choose Save World As to save your world as  
1TamisWorld followed by your initials. 

HINT:
 

 See your file saving instructions or ask your teacher where to save files.  

C. Now you will make Tami talk: 

� 1. Click the tami tile in the Objects tree.  

 
 

� 2. In the details panel, select the methods tab. 
 

 
 

� 3. Click and hold a tami say tile and drag and drop into World.scene1 method.  

HINT:

� 4. Select other on the menu that appears. 

 Look for a green line that shows that you can drop the tile there. 

� 5. In the Enter a string box that appears, type Hi, welcome to my world! and click OK. 

� 6. Hold down the triangle next to more and point to duration. 

� 7. Click other on the menu that appears. 
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� 8. In the Custom Number box, type 4 and click OK 

� 9. Save your world by selecting Save World under the File menu. 

� 10. Click on the Play button (upper left) to make sure your world works! 

 
 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask the teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it to what you programmed. 



Adapted from SHELLY/CASHMAN/HERBERT. Alice 2.0: Introductory Concepts and Techniques, 1E. © 2007 South-Western, 
a part of Cengage Learning, Inc. Reproduced by permission. www.cengage.com/permissions. 

Challenge 2: Animated Hello 
 
 

In this challenge, you will: 
 

• Practice using the main areas of Storytelling Alice  
• Learn how to program parts of objects 

 
 
A. First you will look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open Storytelling Alice. 

� 2. In the box that appears, make sure the Open a world tab is selected and open 
2AnimatedHelloComplete.a2w. 

� 3. Click on Play button to see what the completed challenge looks like. 

� 4.  Click on the X in the upper right OR click on Stop button to close world. 

 

B. Now open the Storytelling Alice world you will use to start the challenge: 

� 1. Go to File menu and select Open World. 

� 2. Find the world titled 2AnimatedHelloStart.a2w and open it. 

� 3. Play the world to see what is already programmed into it (animated hello). 

� 4. Close to return to Scenes and Method editors. 
 

C. First you need to put Tami into this world. 

� 1. Click on ADD OBJECTS > Characters folder > future folder > Class Tami > Add 
instance to world. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.cengage.com/permissions�
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D. You will now do three things to put Tami in the right place before your world first plays. 

HINT

� 1. Right click on the tami tile in the Objects tree. 

: DO NOT go into Tami’s detail panel to program the following actions. INSTEAD, 
follow the steps below, right clicking on her methods right now from within the Objects tree, 
so that Tami starts out in a certain place (off the screen) before you play your world. 

� 2. Point to methods on the menu that appears. 

� 3. Point to tami turn to face. (You will only see a slight movement of her feet.) 

� 4. Click on camera. 

 
 

� 5. Again, right click on the tami tile in the Objects tree. 

� 6. Point to methods on the menu that appears. 

� 7. Point to tami turn. 

� 8. Point to right. 

� 9. Click on ¼ revolution. 

HINT:

� 10. Again, right click on the tami tile in the Objects tree. 

 Whenever you program objects to turn in a certain direction, pretend you are that 
object or character in the world to figure out which way to turn (opposite of how you see it 
on the screen). 

� 11. Point to methods in the menu that appears. 

� 12. Point to tami move. 

� 13. Point to backward. 

� 14. Click 10 meters. (Tami is now off the screen.) 

� 15. Go to the File menu and choose Save World As to save your world as  
2AnimatedHello followed by your initials. 

� 16. Click DONE button or done adding objects button to return to the Method editor. 

http://www.cengage.com/permissions�
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E. Now you will make Tami move when your world plays: 

� 1. In the Objects tree, click on the tami tile. 

� 2. In the Details panel, make sure the methods tab is selected, click on a tami move tile 
and drop into world.my first method below the Hello.whirled tile. 

� 3. Select forward on the menu that appears. 

� 4. Click on 10 meters. 

 
 

� 5. Click on the triangle next to more at the end of the tami move forward tile and point 
to duration.  

� 6. Select 2 seconds. 

 
 

� 7. In the Details panel, drag a tami turn tile and drop it into world.my first method below 
the last tile. 

� 8. Select left. 
� 9. Select ¼ revolution. 
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F. Make Tami say something: 

� 1. From Tami’s Details panel, drag and drop a tami say tile into world.my first method 
below the last tile. 

� 2. Select other > type That was the famous “Hello Whirled” program > click OK. 
� 3. Hold down the triangle next to more > point to duration > Click other > type 4 > 

click OK. 

G. Make the spinning Hello drop on top of Tami: 

� 1. In the Objects tree, click on Hello so you can see its Details panel below.  

� 2. Click on the (+) sign next to Seldom Used Methods (towards the bottom). 

 
 

� 3. Drag and drop the 1st Hello move to tile below the tami say tile in the Method editor. 
 

 
 

� 4. Select 2, then in front of, then tami, then the entire tami. 

� 5. At the end of that tile, click the more triangle > duration > 0.25 seconds. 
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H. Now make just Tami’s legs spin – first to the left and then to the right: 

� 1. In the Objects tree click the plus (+) sign next to the tami tile. 

� 2. Click the legs tile that appears. 

 
 

� 3. In the Details panel (this is for the Legs only), drag and drop the legs turn tile below 
the last tile in world.my first method. 

� 4. Select left and then 4 revolutions. 

� 5. In world.my first method, right click the tami.legs turn tile and select make copy on 
the menu that appears. There are now 2 copies of the tami.legs turn tile. 

HINT

� 6. In the bottom copy, click the triangle next to left and select right. (Now her legs will 
turn left and then right.) 

: Be sure to right click on the tile itself (the colored area) and not on one of the 
white boxes on the tile. 

 

I. Make Tami fall over and say one last thing: 

� 1. Click on Tami in the Objects tree to see Tamis details below. 

� 2.  Drag and drop the tami turn tile under the last tile in the Method editor. 

� 3. Select backward > ¼ revolution. 

� 4. Under more triangle, select duration > 0.25 seconds. 

� 5. Make Tami say I don’t write this stuff  > duration > 4 seconds. 

HINT

J. Save your world! 

: If you forget how to make her say something look at Step F. Make Tami say 
something. 

K. Play your world to see how it works. 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask the teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it with what you programmed. 

http://www.cengage.com/permissions�
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Challenge 3: Harry the Lion 
 
 
In this challenge you will: 
 

• Practice skills you have already learned but with fewer directions 
• Learn how to change an object’s properties like color and visibility 
• Have an opportunity to add your own methods 

 
A. First look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open Storytelling Alice. 

� 2. File > Open World > 3HarrytheLionComplete.a2w 

� 3. Play to see what the completed challenge looks like. Click Stop to close world 
 
B. Now set up your own Storytelling Alice world. 

� 1. File > New World. 

� 2. Select the grass template. 

� 3. Save World As 3HarrytheLion followed by your initials. 
 

C. Add Harry the Lion to your world: 

� 1. ADD OBJECTS > Characters folder  > scary folder > Harry the Lion > Add instance 
to world. 

� 2. Click on and drag Harry the Lion to place him in the middle of the screen facing the 
camera as shown. 

 

 
 

� 3. Click DONE to return to the Method editor.  
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D. Make Harry say he is going to roar and then make him do it: 

� 1. In the Objects tree, select Harry the Lion. 

� 2. Harry the Lion’s details > Harry the Lion say > other > Now I’m going to roar! > 
OK.  

� 3. more > duration > 2 seconds 

� 4. Harry the Lion’s details > Roar. 

� 5. Play your world to check that it works. 

� 6. Save your world (File > Save World) 
 

E. Next make Harry say he is going to disappear and then make him do it: 

� 1. Harry the Lion’s details > Harry the Lion say > other > Now I’m going to disappear! 
> OK.  

� 2. more > duration > 2 seconds. 

� 3. In his Details, click on the properties tab. Scroll down until you find his isShowing 
tile. 

 
 

� 4. Drag and drop the isShowing tile under the last tile in the Method editor. 

� 5. Select false (this says that Harry IS NOT showing – he has disappeared). 

� 6. More > duration > other > 3 > OK. 
 

F. Now make Harry reappear: 

� 1. Right click on Harry the Lion isShowing tile in world.scene 1 method. 

� 2. Select make copy. 
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� 3. In the bottom copy, change false to true (this says that Harry IS showing). 

� 4. Save your world. 

� 5. Play the world to see Harry the Lion roar, disappear and reappear. 

 

G. Now make Harry the Lion say and do other things that you choose: 

� 1. For ideas, look at the tiles in his methods (cower, roll, walk, etc.). 

� 2. Play your world after each action you program to make sure it works the way you 
want it to. 

� 3. After you are done making Harry the Lion first say and then do one or two new 
things, make him say Goodbye and then turn and walk out of sight. 

HINT: It usually takes 10 meters for an object to move off the screen to where you can’t see it. 

 

� 4. Save your world one last time. 

� 5. Play it to make sure it works the way you want it to. 

 
 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask the teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it with what you programmed. 
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Bonus Challenge 3.1: Add Your Own Methods 
 
 
In this challenge, you will: 
  

• Practice skills you have already learned but with fewer directions. 
• Learn how to add objects from the Alice gallery on the Web. 

This is similar to the Harry the Lion Challenge but without any directions. You will start a new 
world, add any character you want and add methods that tell the character what to do. 

 

A. Start Storytelling Alice and start a new world with any one of the six templates – dirt, grass, 
snow, sand, space or water. 

B. Save your world with any name you want but start with 3.1 and end with your initials. 

C. Add any character you want from either the characters folder in the Local Gallery or from 
the Web Gallery. To add a character from the Web Gallery: 

� 1. Click on ADD OBJECTS, then Home on bottom left and then on Web Gallery. 
 

 
 

� 2. Click OK if you get a pop up window that says: “Web gallery may be slow.” 

� 3. Look through the folders until you find a character that you like. 

� 4. Click on the character and add to the world the same as you’ve done before. 
 

D. Make your character say what it will do and then have the character do it. 

HINT:

E. After your character does at least two different things, play your world to make sure it works 
correctly and fix any problems you find. 

 Each character has their own set of methods already built in. Remember to look in 
Seldom Used Methods in the Details panel for more methods. 

F. Save your world before closing Storytelling Alice or starting another challenge. 
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Bonus Challenge 3.2: Sound 
 
 
In this challenge, you will: 
 

• Practice skills with fewer directions. 
• Learn how to use the “Do together” command. 
• Learn how to import sounds and make it play when a character does something. 

 
 
A. First look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. In Storytelling Alice, open and play: 3.2SoundComplete.a2w. 
 

B. Now set up and save your own world. 

� 1. File > New World. 

� 2. Select the grass template. 

� 3. Save World As 3.2SoundChallenge followed by your initials. 

 

C. First set the scene by adding a samurai and making him bow.  

� 1. Add the Samurai character (Local Gallery > characters > heroic). 

� 2. Place him so he looks like the samurai in the picture and click DONE. 

 
 

� 3. Drag the Do together tile from the bottom of the methods area and put it in place of 
Do Nothing.  

� 4. In the Samurai detail’s methods, drag and drop the bow tile and put it in place of the 
Do Nothing under Do together. 
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� 5. Play your world to test that it works correctly and Save again.  
 

D. Now add the sound of a gong that will play when the samurai bows. 

� 1. In the Objects tree, click on World, then the properties tab in the World’s details 
panel. 

� 2. If it’s not already open, click on the plus (+) button next to “Sounds” to open the 
sounds folder and then click on the import sound button. 

 

� 3. Open the sounds folder in the required folder. This folder is usually found in 
Program Files under My Computer. 

� 4. Click on gong.mp3 and then click on Import button. A gong tile should now appear 
under Sounds in the properties tab of World’s Details panel. Note: if the Import 
button is not visible, then stretch the window to the right. 
 

 
 

� 5. Drag and drop the gong sound tile into the Do together area, under Samurai.bow in 
the method editor.  

� 6. Select duration > Full Length.  Note: there are two full length options; both work the 
same. 

� 7. Play and save your world. 

� 8. If you want to and have time, you can import and use more sounds, either from the 
sounds folder or from the Internet. If you have a microphone, you can also record 
your own sounds by using the record button. 
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If your world does not work the way it should, ask the teacher for a copy of the solution and 
compare it with the commands you programmed. 

 

 
 

Important Notes about Sound: 
• Sounds need to be mp3 or wav files.  

• According to copyright laws, only 30 seconds of a song can be used in your world. For more 
information, see: www.utsystem.edu/ogc/INTELLECTUALProperty/ccmcguid.htm 

• You can use the free sound-editing program, Audacity, to edit your song or to create your own 
audio file. See: audacity.sourceforge.net/download/ 
 

http://www.utsystem.edu/ogc/INTELLECTUALProperty/ccmcguid.htm�
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Challenge 4: Chicken Farmers Advertisement 
 
 
In this challenge you will: 
 

• Use blue camera controls. 
• Practice skills you have already learned – especially methods that affect parts of an 

object. 
• Practice skills with limited instructions. 

 
A. First look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open Storytelling Alice. 

� 2. Open 4ChickenFarmersAdComplete.a2w 

� 3. Play to see what the completed challenge looks like. 
 
B. Open the Storytelling Alice world you will use to start the challenge: 

� 1. File > Open World > 4ChickenFarmersAdStart.a2w. 

� 2. There should just be a cow facing you. It is not programmed to do anything yet. 

� 3. Save World As 4ChickenFarmersAd followed by your initials. 
 

C. First turn the cow so that you see it from the side and it’s facing to the left as shown below. 

HINT

 

: Start by right clicking on the cow in the Objects tree and pointing to methods for 
choices on how to position the cow. Remember when thinking of which direction to turn, put 
yourself into the scene as the cow. 
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D. Next, make it so that the cow is off the screen when the world starts: 

� 1. Click and hold on the left part of the middle blue camera control arrow below the 
scene to move the camera position to the left so that the cow is off the screen on the 
right. 

 

 
 

E. Now follow the abbreviated instructions to make the cow talk and move. 

• For most of the steps select cow in the Objects tree and then drag and drop tiles from the 
cow’s Details panel into the Method editor. 

HINTS: 

• You will have to select the duration, speed, etc. from the drop down menus that appear 
after placing the tile in the Method editor. For some you will need to go into the more 
part of the method tiles. 

• Some of the instructions are turn instructions for the cow’s neck. For each of these you 
will need to click on the plus (+) sign next to the cow tile in the Objects tree to see that 
tile and its methods below in the Details panel. 

• You will need to click on the (+) sign in front of the cow’s Seldom Used Methods to find 
the cow say tile. 

• If you make a mistake you click on the Undo button or drag tiles to the trash can. 
 

 

 

 

 

� 1. Cow.walk times = 10; speed = 2  

� 2. Cow.tailSwish times = 2; speed = 2 

� 3. Cow.neck turn left ¼ revolution 

� 4. Cow say “Chicken is healthy.”; duration = 2 seconds 
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� 5. Cow say “Real healthy.” duration = 2 seconds 

� 6. Cow say “And tasty, too.” duration = 2 seconds 

� 7. Cow.neck turn right ¼ revolution 

� 8. Cow.tailSwish times = 2; speed = 2 

� 9. Cow.walk times = 2; speed = 2 

� 10. Cow.tailSwish times = 2; speed = 2 

� 11. Cow.neck turn left ¼ revolution 

� 12. Cow say “Don’t even think beef.”; duration = 2 seconds 

� 13. Cow.neck turn right ¼ revolution 

� 14. Cow.tailSwish times = 2; speed = 2 

� 15. Cow.walk times = 11; speed = 2 
 

F. Save your world. 

G. Play your world to make sure it works like the completed challenge you looked at in the 
beginning. 

 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask the teacher for a copy of code and compare it 
with what you programmed. 

 



Adapted from the tutorial called “Making a Diamond – Camera Control” by Henry Qin, Duke University, August 2008, 
www.cs.duke.edu/csed/aliceInSchools/workshop08/tutorials.php. 

Bonus Challenge 4.1: Camera Controls  
 
 
In this challenge, you will: 
 

• Learn how to use the blue arrows to change and save the view of your world. 
• Learn how to make different camera views and save them for future use 

 
A. Open Storytelling Alice. 

B. Next start a new world with a dirt template. 

C. Save this world as 4.1CameraControls followed by your initials. 

D. First you will set the scene, add characters and set a camera view that shows the characters 
from the front. 

� 1. Add the following characters from the Local Gallery > Characters: 
SmartPig (Fantasy folder) 
NativeGirl (Heroic folder) 
Magician (Adults folder) 
Dora (Kids folder) 

� 2. Place them so they look like this picture: 
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� 3. To save this view, click more controls>> and then click place tripod at camera. 

           
 

� 4. In the box that appears, name the new tripod frontview, click OK and then DONE. 

 

E. Now you will use the four blue arrows to get an overhead view of the characters, so you can 
place them in a diamond shape. 

� 1. Select the Opening Scene Tripod by clicking on it in the pull down menu to the right 
of the scene window: 

 

 
� 2. Now, practice using the blue arrows. Here is how they work: 

 

 
 

 

Use this up, down, left 
and right arrow to get 
your camera high in 
the sky. 

Use this forward, back 
arrow to move the camera 
over your characters. 

Use this tilt arrow to rotate 
the camera forward and 
backwards so your 
characters are tilted toward 
the camera. 
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� 3. Use all three arrows so you are looking down on the four characters like in this 
picture: 

 
 

� 4. Arrange your characters in the shape of a diamond like in this picture: 

 
 

� 5. Using the same steps you took in D3 and D4 above, make a new tripod view of this 
camera angle and name it overview. 

HINT:

� 6. Return to the frontview to see what your characters now look like from the front.  

 You have to click on ADD OBJECTS to get to more controls > place tripod 
at camera. 

� 7. Save your world. 
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Challenge 5: Kayla in Wonderland 
 

In this challenge, you will: 

• Create new methods and add them to the world. 
• Change the size of objects. 
• Use the clipboard to copy and paste methods. 

 

A. First look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. In Storytelling Alice, open and play: 5KaylaWonderlandComplete.a2w. 
 
B. Next, open and play 5KaylaWonderlandStart.a2w. The cat says things to Kayla but she 

does nothing but say something about the cat in the end. You will make Kayla kiss the flower 
and tree and grow larger and smaller. 

 
C. First Save World As 5KaylaWonderland followed by your initials. 

 
D. Now make a new method that tells Kayla to kiss the flower when the cat tells her to. 

� 1. Go to Kayla’s methods in her details panel. 

� 2. Click on create new method button and name it kissFlower in the box that appears. 

 
 

Notice that your new method now appears as a tab in the method editor and 
as a tile in the details panel. 
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� 3. Make Kayla turn left .25 revolutions. 

� 4. Make Kayla walk 0.5. 

� 5. In the Objects tree, open Kayla’s subparts by clicking on the (+) next to her tile. 

� 6. Click on torso to see the methods for that body part listed below in the Details panel. 

� 7. Drag and drop a torso turn tile into the Kayla.kissFlower method. 

� 8. Select forward 0.35 revolutions > duration > 2 seconds. 

� 9. Copy the tile you just created (Kayla.torso turn forward …) by dragging it to the 
clipboard (in the upper right) and dropping it so the clipboard turns from brown to 
white. 

 

 

HINT

 

:  To drag a tile that is in the Method editor, you need to click somewhere on 
the colored part of the tile, not on the white areas. 

 
 

� 10. Click and hold the mouse on the clipboard and drag and drop the tile you copied 
below the last tile in the Method editor. You now have two copies of the Kayla.torso 
turn forward tile in the Method editor. 

� 11. On the bottom tile, change turn forward to turn backward. 

� 12. Add Kayla turn > right > 0.25 revolutions > more > style > begin gently 

� 13. Add Kayla resize > 2  

HINT: The kayla resize tile is under Kayla’s Seldom Used Methods 

 

E. Now add the kissFlower method you just created to your world. 

� 1. Click on the World.scene 1 method tab at the top of the Method editor. This opens the 
first scene of your world.  

� 2. Got to Kayla’s Details panel and drag a copy of the Kayla.kissFlower method tile and 
drop it between the first tile (blackCat say Kiss the purple flower) and the blackCat 
say Kiss the tree tile. 

� 3. Test your changes by clicking the Play button. 

� 4. Save your world. 
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F. Next you will make Kayla kiss the tree when the cat tells her to. 

� 1. Go to Kayla’s Details panel, click on the methods tab and click on create new method 
button. 

� 2. Name the new method kissTree. 

� 3.  Add the following this new method: 

o Kayla turn > right > 0.25 revolutions. 

o Kayla.torso turn > forward > 0.1 revolutions > duration = 2 seconds. 

o Kayla.torso turn > backward > 0.1 revolutions > duration = 2 seconds. 

o Add Kayla resize > 0.5 (half as big) 

HINT:

� 4. Place a copy of this new method (kissTree) into your world by clicking on the 
World.scene 1 method tab at the top of the Method editor. 

 Remember that you need to go into the subparts of Kayla in the Objects tree to 
see Kayla’s torso Details. 

� 2. Add the Kayla.kissTree method tile under the blackCat say Kiss the tree tile and 
before the Do together tile. 

� 3. Test your changes by clicking the Play button. 

� 4. Save your world. 
 

 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask the teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it with what you programmed. 
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Bonus Challenge 5.1: Mouse Controls 
 
 
In this challenge, you will:  

• Practice skills you have already learned but with fewer directions. 
• Learn how to use the mouse controls to resize, reposition and copy objects and parts of 

objects. 
 

A. Start Storytelling Alice and start a new world with any one of the six templates – dirt, grass, 
snow, sand, space or water. 

B. Save your world with a name that begins with 5.1 and end with your initials.  

C. Add two or more characters that you want from either the characters folder in the Local 
Gallery or from the Web Gallery. 

D. After adding your characters practice moving, copying, resizing and putting them in different 
positions. 

� 1. Click on a face (one of the mouse controls) in the upper right corner of the screen. 
(These are called mouse controls because when you click on them with your mouse it 
changes what you can make the objects do.) 

�  
� 2. Click, hold and move the mouse to see what that control does to the object or 

character. Practice using all the controls to see what they do.  

� 3. See what happens when you check the box below the controls labeled affect subparts. 

� 4. If you want to quit using the controls click back on the curser arrow in the 1st box. 

� 5. Notice what happens when you copy objects (last face/mouse control): 

o Named copies will show up in the Objects tree. 

o If you make more copies than you want you can drag the tile from the Objects tree 
to the trash can above. 

o Every time you use the mouse it will keep making copies until you change the 
control you are using. 

 

E. Save world before quitting. 
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Challenge 6: Penguin Dance  
 
In this challenge, you will: 

• Practice making and using several new methods. 
• Learn how to test a method and change the method that starts when the world plays. 
• Learn how to make things happen at the same time. 

 
A. First look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open Storytelling Alice. 

� 2. Open 6PenguinDanceComplete.a2w 

� 3. Play to see what the completed challenge looks like. 

 
B. Open the Storytelling Alice world you will use to start the challenge: 

� 1. File>Open World> 6PenguinDanceStart.a2w.  

� 2. There should be three penguins facing you, named from left to right Pamela, Peter and 
Paul. 

� 3. Save World As 6PenguinDance followed by your initials. 

 

C.  First, you will make Peter Penguin dance. 

� 1. In Peter’s Details panel (methods tab), click on create new method. Name the method 
dance, and click OK.  

� 2. Add the following to this new Peter.dance method: 

o Turn > left> 1 revolution > more > asSeenBy > Paul > the entire Paul > 
duration = 3 seconds. 

o Turn > right > 1 revolution > more> asSeenBy> Pamela > the entire Pamela > 
duration = 3 seconds. 

� 3. To test this new method and see Peter dance you need to run the method when the 
world starts to play. To do this, drag Peter’s dance tile from his Details panel and 
drop it in place of the world.scene 1 method in the Events editor after where it says 
When the world starts, do. 
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� 4. Click on the Play button to see the middle penguin (Peter) circle the penguin on your 
right and then the penguin on your left. 

 

D. Now you will make Pamela Penguin dance. 

� 1. In Pamela’s Details panel (methods tab), click on create new method. Name the 
method dance, and click OK.  

� 2.  Add the following to this new Pamela.dance method: 

o Turn >right >3 revolutions >duration = 3 seconds. 
o Jump >times = 3. 

� 3. Test this new method. Drag Pamela’s dance method tile from her Details panel and 
drop it in place of the Peter.dance method tile in the Events editor after When the 
world starts, do. 

� 4. Click on the Play button to see the penguin on your left (Pamela) spin around to her 
right 3 times, and then jump up and down 3 times.  

 
E. Next you will make Paul Penguin dance. 

� 1. In Paul’s Details panel (methods tab), click on create new method. Name the method 
dance, and click OK.  

� 2.  Add the following to this new Paul.dance method: 

o Jump >times = 3. 
o Turn >left >3 revolutions >duration = 3 seconds. 

� 3. Test this new method by dragging Paul’s dance method into the Events editor. Like 
Pamela, this penguin on your right (Paul) should jump 3 times, and then spin around 
to his left 3 times. 

 

F. Now you will have the penguins say hello when the world starts. 

� 1. In the Objects tree, click the World tile, and create new method called opening.  

� 2. Add the following to this new world.opening method: 

o Peter say > Hello. 
o Pamela say > Hello. 
o Paul say > Hello. 
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� 3. Test the new method by dragging World’s opening method into the Events editor. 
First Peter should say hello, then Pamela and then Paul. 

 

G. Next, you will make an ending in which each penguin glides on its belly out of the picture.  

� 1. In the World’s Details panel, create new method named closing. In this new method 
you will make the penguins turn at the same time. 

� 2. To do this, drag and drop a Do together tile from the bottom of the screen into the 
new world.closing method. 

 

� 3. In the Do together tile drop and program the following in order: 

o Peter >turn >right >¼ revolution. 

o Pamela  > turn > right > ¼ revolution. 

o Paul > turn > right > ¼ revolution. 

� 4. Then add the following tiles under the set of Do together instructions (not inside the 
same box): 

o Pamela glide 
o Peter glide 
o Paul glide 

� 5. Test the new method by dragging the world.closing method into the Events editor and 
clicking on Play. The three penguins should turn to their right together, then one at a 
time in order they should glide off of the screen on their bellies. 

 

H. Finally, you will complete your world by putting all of the methods together. 

� 1. In World’s Details panel click the edit button next to scene 1 method. Add the 
following to this method from the methods tab in the Details panel for each penguin 
and the world. 

o World.opening (Drag opening tile from World’s Details method tab) 

o In a Do together tile: 
Peter.dance 
Pamela.dance 
Paul.dance 

o World.closing 

� 2. Drag the scene 1 method tile and drop it in place of world.closing into the Events 
editor. 
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� 3. Test all of the methods by clicking on the Play button. All three penguins should first 
say hello, then they should perform their dances together, and in the closing method, 
they should leave the screen on their bellies one at a time. 

� 4. Fix any mistakes you’ve made and then save the world.  

 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask your teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it with what you programmed. 
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Bonus Challenge 6.1: Multiple Methods 
 
 
In this challenge, you will:  

• Practice skills you have already learned but with fewer directions 
• Practice adding beginning, middle, and end methods  
• Practice changing and testing the method that plays when the world begins 

 
This is similar to the Penguin Dance Challenge but without any directions. You will start a new 
world, add two or more characters and create beginning, middle and end methods. 
 

� A. Start Storytelling Alice and start a new world with any one of the six templates – dirt, 
grass, snow, sand, space or water. 

� B. Save your world with a name that begins with 6.1 and end with your initials.  

� C. Add two or more characters that you want from either the characters folder in the Local 
Gallery or from the Web Gallery. 

� D. Create and name beginning, middle and end methods where the characters do 
something different in each method. 

� E. Test each method as you create it by making it play when the world starts. 

HINT

� F. To see it all play in order, you need to go back into World.scene 1 method and add each 
of the methods you created in the order you want them to play. 

: Place each method in Events editor after When the world starts, do. 

� G. Then select World.scene 1 method from the drop down menu in the Events editor so 
that method plays when you play your world. 

� H. Play your world to see if it works the way you wanted it to! 

� I. Save again before quitting. 
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Bonus Challenge 6.2: Moving Things Together  
 
In this challenge, you will:  

• Learn about and practice using vehicle property to move things together 
• Learn how to make an event (user interaction) involving the arrow keys 

• Create a new world where a fairy rides the fish when you press the arrow keys  
  

A. First look at what your completed challenge will look like:  

�  1.  Open Storytelling Alice. 

�  2.  Open 6.2MovingThingsTogetherComplete.a2w. 

�  3.  Play to see what the completed challenge looks like. Use the arrow keys to make the 
fair and fish move around in the aquarium. 

B. Set up your own world. 

�  1.  File > New World 

�  2. Select the water template. 

�  3.  Save world with any name but start with 6.2 and end with your initials. 

�  4.  From the Local Gallery Scenes & Characters add: 

o Aquarium > Fishtank 
o Fantasy > FarraFaerimin (fairy) 
o Undersea > Hyper Henry (fish) 

�  5.  Move the characters so they look like the picture below and click DONE. 

HINT: Use the blue camera controls to move around the characters and see that they 
are positioned so that the fairy is riding on top of the fish. 
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C. Now you will “Glue” the fairy to the fish so they will stay together when they move.  

�  1. Click on FarraFaerimin in the Objects tree and her methods tab in the Details panel. 

� 2. Create a new method and call it RideFish. 

�  3. Next, click on her properties tab and after the vehicle property tile, choose hyper 
Henry > the entire hyper Henry. 

 

 
 

�  4. Drag the vehicle property tile into the RideFish method window and set the vehicle as 
hyper Henry > the entire hyper Henry. 
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�  5. Save your world. 

 

D. Now make the fairy and fish move together when you press the arrow keys. 

�  1. In the Events window in the top right, click the create new event button and then 
select Let the arrow keys move <subject>. 
 

 
 

�  2. Choose hyper Henry > the entire hyper Henry as the subject. 
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�  3. Click on the tab for the World.scene1 method and put the RideFish method (one of 
the fairy’s methods) in place of Do Nothing. 

 

 
 

�  4. Play your world to see if it works correctly. Both the fairy and the fish should move 
when you press the arrow keys. 

HINT

�  5. Save your world again before quitting. 
 

: As you press the arrow keys and you see the characters from different angles, 
you may find that the fairy is not right on top of the fish. If so, use the blue arrows to 
move the fairy and keep testing until she is correctly placed. 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask the teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it to what you programmed. 
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Challenge 7: Make Your Own Story 
 

In this challenge, you will:  

• Look at the different parts of a story and draw a simple storyboard. 
• Make your own storyboard on paper. 
• Program your story in Storytelling Alice. 

 

A. First look at a simple story:  

❏ 1. Open Storytelling Alice. 

❏  2. Open 7FishStoryComplete.a2w.  

❏  3. Play the world to see a short story about an octopus, two fish and a hermit crab. 

B. Now you will make a very simple storyboard of the Fish Story you just looked at. 

A storyboard is a group of drawings and words on paper that show what you plan to 
program in the computer. 

❏ 1. Draw and write about the beginning, middle and end of the Fish Story in the 
following boxes. Divide the boxes into more sections if you need to. 

Fish Story Storyboard 

BEGINNING MIDDLE END 
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C. Now that you’ve had some practice, you will storyboard your own story. 

❏ 1. Open a New World in Storytelling Alice. 

❏ 2. Add a scene and at least 2 characters to your world. 

❏ 3. Make a short story about these characters by drawing and writing the story’s 
beginning, middle and end in the areas below. 

o Keep the story short like the Fish Story. 
o Divide the boxes below into more sections if you need to. 
o You don’t need to include ALL the details in your story, but it should be enough 

of a plan to help guide you when you program it in Storytelling Alice. 
 

BEGINNING MIDDLE END 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 
D. Using your storyboard above as a plan, go back to the world you started and program your 

story in Storytelling Alice. 
 
E. Save your story with any name you want, but start with 7 and end with your initials 
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Bonus Challenge 7.1: Make Your Story into a Game 

 

In this challenge, you will:  

• Brainstorm ideas for turning a story into a game. 
• Begin turning a story you made in Storytelling Alice into a game. 

 

A. First, look at the story you created for Challenge 7. 

1. Open Storytelling Alice. 

2. Open and play the story you made for Challenge 7. 

A. Next, brainstorm ways to turn that story into a game. 

Brainstorming is when your write down as many ideas as you can think of in a short amount of time. 
You don’t think about whether they are “good” or “bad” ideas and you don’t decide if you will use 
them. Just write them down! 

 
❏ 1. Using the boxes on the next page, write down as many ways that you can think of to 

turn your story into a game. 

HINT: Think about other games you have played, in iGame or other places. 
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C. Look at your list of ideas to decide which, if any, of your ideas, you can do now and which 
you need to wait until later when you learn more about Storytelling Alice. 

❏ 1. Which ones can you do now with what you have learned? Check the Now column for 
those ideas. 

❏ 2. Which ones do you not know how to do, but want to learn so you can add them later? 
Check the Later column for those ideas. 

D. Change your story into a game with your Now ideas. 

❏ 1. Go back to your Challenge 7 world. Save it with any name (it can be the same as 
before or a new name) but with 7.1 in the beginning and your initials at the end.  

❏ 2. If you have any ideas checked off for Now, program those ideas in your world.  

❏ 3. Save your game and go back to it when you learn how to do the other things you want 
to do! 

Now Later Ideas to Turn Story into Game 
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Challenge 8: Changing Scenes 
 
 
In this challenge, you will 

• Practice skills you have already learned but with fewer directions. 
• Learn how to add new scenes and connect those scenes together. 
• Learn how to fade in and out when changing scenes. 
• Learn how to add invisible markers to control where characters go. 

 
A. First look at what you completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open Storytelling Alice 

� 2. Open 8ChangingScenesComplete.a2w. 

� 3. Play to see what the completed challenge looks like. 

 

B. Open the Storytelling Alice world you will use to start the challenge: 

� 1. File>Open World>8ChangingScenesStart.a2w. 

� 2. This has the first scene (in the beginning method). You will add methods for the 
middle and end scenes. 

� 3. Save World As 8ChangingScenes followed by your initials. 

 
 

 

C. First, you will add a middle scene. 

� 1. Click the create new scene button underneath the trash can. 
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� 2. Type “middle” in the box next to Scene name. 

� 3. By Ground Type, choose “sand” from the drop down menu. 

 
� 4. Click on OK. 

 

D. Next, add objects to this scene. One of these objects (cone) you will make invisible so 
Wendolina the Clown will know where to go when she walks into the scene: 

� 1. Add a Pyramid and Sphinx as shown in the picture below. (Local Gallery > Scenes > 
Egypt.)  

 
� 2. Add a cone to this scene. (Web Gallery > Shapes). Put it as shown in the picture 

above. 

� 3. In the Objects tree, in Scene2middle Objects folder, click on the Scene 2 Cone.  
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� 4. In Scene 2 Cone’s details panel, click on the properties tab.  

� 5. Next to the isShowing tile, choose false (see above). (The cone should disappear from 
the scene.) 

 

E. Now you will put another copy of Wendolina the Clown into your scene but move her off the 
screen. 

� 1. Add Wendolina the Clown from the Local Gallery and place her so she looks like the 
picture below: 

 
 

� 2. Click DONE! 

� 3. In the Objects tree, under Scene 2middle Objects, right click on Scene 2 Wendolina 
the Clown. 

HINT

� 4. Choose methods > Scene 2 Wendolina the clown turn > left > ¼ revolution. 

: Be sure to click on the correct Wendolina. It’s the one in the Scene 2middle 
Objects folder NOT the one above it. 

� 5. Right click on her again and choose methods > Scene 2 Wendolina the clown walk > 
other > 5 meters. (Wendolina should walk off the screen.) 

� 6. Click DONE! 
 

F. Now you will fade out and into scenes and have Wendolina walk into a scene and talk: 

� 1. Make sure the World.middle Method tab is showing. If not, go to Objects tree > 
World > methods > click on edit button next to middle Method. 

� 2. Look at the Camera’s methods (Objects tree > Camera > Details > methods) 

� 3. Drag and drop tiles and choose from menus to program the camera fading out and 
back in:  

o Camera fade to black. 
o Camera move to scene tripod > Camera Tripods > middle Scene Tripod. 
o Camera fade up from black. 
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� 4. Look at Scene 2 Wendolina the Clown’s methods (Objects tree > Scene 2 Wendolina 
the Clown > Details > methods). 

� 5. Drag and drop tiles and choose from menus to program Wendolina to walk into the 
scene and talk: 

o Scene 2 Wendolina the Clown walk to > Scene 2 Cone. 
o Scene 2 Wendolina the Clown turn to face > Camera. 
o look shocked.(this is a built in method) 

o Scene 2 Wendolina the Clown say > Oh no, it’s too hot here in the desert! > 
duration=5 seconds. 
 

G. Connect this middle scene to the beginning scene. 

� 1. In the Objects tree, click on World and its methods tab in the Details panel to see all 
the methods.  

� 2. Open the World.scene 1 method by clicking on its tab or the edit button next to its tile 
in the Details panel.  

 
 

� 3. Drag the middle Method tile and put it as the last tile, after World.beginning method. 

� 4. Go back to the Opening Scene Tripod in the Scene window (as shown in the picture 
below) and play your world to see if it works correctly. 

 
� 5. Fix anything that doesn’t work and then Save your world. 
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H. Now add your ending scene. 

� 1. Create and name a new scene: 
o Click on create new scene button. 

o Type “end” for the Scene name. 

o Choose “water” as the Ground Type. 
o Click OK. 

� 2. Use the blue camera controls to tilt scene so only the sky shows. 

� 3. Add 3D Text: 
o ADD OBJECTS > Local Gallery > Create 3D Text > type “The End!” > choose 

font from drop down menu > OK 

 
 

� 4. Use the blue camera controls to find the text on the screen (this can be tricky!) 

� 5. Use the mouse controls (faces buttons) to make the text look like the picture below: 

 
 

� 6. Click DONE! to return to method editor. 
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� 7. From the Camera’s methods, drag and drop tiles and select from drop down menus to 
program the camera to fade out of the middle scene and into the end scene:  

HINT

o Camera fade to black. 

: Make sure you are putting these tiles into the World.end Method. 

o Camera move to Scene tripod > Camera tripods > end Scene Tripod. 
o Camera fade up from black. 
 

I. Finally, connect the end scene to the other scenes so it all works together.  

� 1. Click on the World.scene 1 Method tab. 

� 2. In the Objects tree, click on World and its methods tab in the Details panel. 

� 3. Drag and drop the end Method tab into the World.scene 1 Method under 
World.middle Method. 

� 4. Choose the Opening Scene Tripod (if it’s not already selected) and Play your world to 
test it. 

� 5. Fix anything that doesn’t work and Save your world. 
 

 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask the teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it with what you programmed.  
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Bonus Challenge 8.1: More Changing Scenes 
 
 
In this challenge, you will 

• Create a world from scratch that includes multiple scenes. 
• Practice skills you have already learned but with fewer directions. 

 

� 1. Open Storytelling Alice and start a new world with any one of the six templates – dirt, 
grass, snow, sand, space or water. 

� 2. Save your world with a name that begins with 8.1 and ends with your initials. 

� 3. Add any characters and objects that you want from either the Local Gallery or the Web 
Gallery. 

� 4. Make at least 1 character do something. 

� 5. Create 2 or more scenes. 

� 6. In one of these new scenes, use a character that you have used in another scene (like you 
did with Wendolina the Clown in the last challenge). 

� 7. Use 3D text in at least one of the new scenes. 

� 8. Make all the scenes work together. 

HINTS

• Use Camera move scene to tripod tiles (methods) in Camera’s details to connect the 
scenes together. 

: 

• Place method tiles from World’s details into World.scene 1 method to tell 
Storytelling Alice which method to play first, second, third, etc. 

• When you Play test your movie, remember to return to Opening Scene Tripod first. 

 

� 9. Save again before quitting. 
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Challenge 9: Interactive Penguin Dance 
 
In this challenge, you will: 

• Create new events. 
• Make objects do something when a key is typed. 
• Make an object do something when you click the mouse on that object. 
• Use the clipboard to copy and then change events. 

 
A. First, look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open Storytelling Alice. 

� 2. Open 9InteractivePenguinDanceComplete.a2w. 

� 3. Play to see what the completed challenge looks like. You will see the three penguins 
you made dance in a previous challenge and something new – directions.  

 

B. Open the Storytelling Alice world you will use to start the challenge: 

� 1. File>Open World>9InteractivePenguinDanceStart.a2w. 

� 2. Save World As 9InteractivePenguinDance followed your initials. 

 

C. Create an event to start Pamela Penguin’s dance when the number 1 on the keyboard is 
pressed.   

� 1. Click on the create new event button in the Events editor and select When a key is 
typed from the drop down menu. 

� 2. Click any key, point to numbers, and then 1. 
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� 3. From Pamela’s Details panel (methods tab), drag the dance method tile and drop it in 
the new event tile in place of Nothing, following the word do. 

 

� 4. The new event should look like this:  

 

� 5. Save your world again. 

� 6. To test what you just did, click Play and then press 1. Pamela Penguin should dance. 
 

D. Next, create an event to make Peter Penguin dance when the 2 key is pressed. 

� 1. Click on the create new event button and select When a key is typed. 

� 2. Click any key > numbers > 2. 

� 3. From Peter’s Details panel (methods tab), drag the dance method tile and drop it in 
the new event tile in place of Nothing, following the word do.  

 

� 4. The new event should look like this: 
 

� 5. Save your world again.  

� 6. Test what you just did. Click Play and then press 2. Peter Penguin should dance. 
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E. Next, you will make an event to start Paul Penguin’s dance, but instead of starting with a new 
event, you will copy the last event you made. 

� 1. Drag the last event When 2 is typed, do Peter.dance and drop it on the clipboard. The 
clipboard should change color from brown to white. 

 
� 2. Click and hold the mouse down on the clipboard, and then drag the contents of the 

clipboard and drop it below the last event. 

 

� 3. Click on the 2 in the bottom copy of the last event, point to numbers, and then 3. 

� 4. Click the Peter.dance following the word do in the bottom copy of the last event, 
point to Paul, and then select dance. 

 
� 5. Save your world again. 

� 6. Play the world and press 3. Paul Penguin should dance. 
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F. Next, you will make an event to make Pamela jump twice when the mouse is clicked on her.  

� 1. Click on create new event and choose When the mouse is clicked on something.  

 
� 2. Click anything, and then Pamela>the entire Pamela. 

 

� 3. From Pamela’s Details panel (methods tab), drag the jump times method and drop it 
in the new event in place of Nothing, following the word do. 

� 4. Click on 2 in the menu that appears. The new event should look like this: 

 
� 5. Save your world again. 

� 6. Test by playing the world and clicking on Pamela. She should jump two times. 

 

G. Next, you will make an event to make Peter jump twice when the mouse is clicked on him.  

� 1. Click on create new event and choose When the mouse is clicked on something.  

� 2. Click anything, and then on Peter > the entire Peter. 

� 3. From Peter’s Details panel (methods tab), drag the jump times method and drop it in 
this new event in place of Nothing, following the word do. 

� 4. Click on 2. The new event should look like this: 

 
� 5. Save your world again. 

� 6. Test by playing the world and clicking on Peter. He should jump two times. 
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H. Next, you will make an event to make Paul jump twice when the mouse is clicked on him. 

� 1. Follow the same steps you just took to make Pamela and Peter jump two times. This 
time, the new event should say: 

When (the mouse) is clicked on Paul, do Paul.jump times=2. 

� 2. Save your world again. 

� 3. Test by playing the world and on Paul. He should also jump two times. 

 

I. Now, add a control to make all three penguins dance when the space bar is pressed: 

� 1. Click on create new event and choose When a key is typed.  

� 2. Click on any key, and choose Space. 

 
� 3. From the world’s Details, drag the dance method and drop it in the new event tile in 

place of Nothing, following the word do. 

 
 

� 4. Save your world again, and then test the new event by playing the world and pressing 
the space bar. All three penguins should dance. 
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J. Program an event to make all the penguins exit by copying the last event and changing it: 

� 1. Drag the last event tile, When Space is typed, do world.dance, and drop it on the 
clipboard. 

� 2. Click and hold on the clipboard, drag and drop underneath the last event tile. 

� 3. You should now have two tiles that look exactly the same (see below):  

 
 

� 4. Click Space in the bottom copy and then select Enter. 

� 5. In world’s Details, click on the exit method tile and drag and drop it in the new event 
tile in place of world.dance, following the word do. 

 
 

� 6. Save your world again, and test by pressing Enter. All three penguins should slide out 
of the picture one by one. 

 

K. The last event that you will create is the one to hide the directions (the billboard) when the H 
(for hide!) key is pressed: 

� 1. Click create new event and then select When a key is typed.  

� 2. Click any key > letters > H. 

� 3. In the Objects tree, click on Billboard, select the properties tab its Details panel. 
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� 4. Drag isShowing tile and drop it in the new event in place of Nothing, following the 
word do. Select false from menu that appears. This event should look like this:  

 
� 5. Save your world again. 

� 6. Do final test where you play the world and try all of the controls on the billboard 
(directions). 

� 7. Fix any mistakes and then save your world. 

 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask your teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it to what you programmed. 
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Bonus Challenge 9.1: Billboard 
 
 
In this challenge, you will: 

• Learn how to create a billboard, which can be used to tell someone how to play your 
game. 

• Learn how to make this billboard appear and disappear. 
 

A. First, look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open Storytelling Alice. 

� 2. Open 9.1BillboardComplete.a2w. 

� 3. Play the world, click on H and then on I to see the instructions hide and then appear.  
 
B. Now you will use software called Paint to make your own billboard. 

HINT

� 1. To open Paint, go to start (on the bottom of your computer) and then to All Programs 
>Accessories > Paint. You DO NOT need to close Storytelling Alice. 

: Paint is included on all PCs running Windows. If you are using a Macintosh 
computer or some other computer that does not have Paint, you can use any software that lets 
you draw and save files as jpeg images. These include Photoshop, Illustrator and PowerPoint. 
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� 2. Click on the text tool, which looks like letter “A,” and then click in the blank (white) 
screen. 
 

 

� 3. Type the following:  
o Press ‘I’ to show these instructions 
o Press ‘H’ to hide these instructions 

HINT: If the size of your text box is too small, you can make it bigger by clicking 
and dragging on the middle handle as shown here: 

 
 

� 4. File > Save as: 

o File name: Billboard 

o Files of Type: JPG 

o Remember where you saved it so you can get it later! 

� 5. Exit Paint and return to Storytelling Alice. 
 

C. Next, you will bring your Billboard into Storytelling Alice. 

� 1. Open 9.1BillboardStart.a2w. 

� 2. Save this world as 9.1Billboard followed by your initials. 
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� 3. Go to File > Make Billboard.  
 

 
 

� 4. Select Billboard.jpg (that you just made in Paint) and click Import. You now have a 
new object in the Object tree called Billboard. 
 

 
 

� 5. Click Add Objects and use the mouse controls to move and change the size of the 
Billboard.  

� 6. When the Billboard looks the way you want it to, click DONE! 

� 7. Click Play to check that your world starts and your instructions billboard is showing. 

� 8. Save your world. 

 

D. Now, make events so the Billboard hides and shows when the player hits the H and I keys.  

� 1. Click on the World.showBillboard tab. If it’s not showing in the methods editor, go 
World’s Details panel (methods tab) and click on the edit button next to 
showBillboard.  

� 2. Click on the properties tab in Billboard’s Details panel and scroll until you find 
Billboard’s isShowing tile. 

� 3. Drag and drop isShowing in the Method editor.  

� 4. Select true (this says that Billboard IS showing).  

� 5. Click on the World.hideBillboard tab. If it’s not showing, find it and its edit button 
under the World’s Detail panel (methods tab). 

� 6. Again drag the isShowing tile from the Billboard’s Details panel (properties tab) into 
the Method editor. This time choose false (this says that Billboard IS NOT showing).  
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� 7. To test your world, click Play and press H (billboard should disappear) and press I 
(billboard should show up again). 

� 8. Fix any mistakes and save your world.  

 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask your teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it with what you programmed. 
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Bonus Challenge 9.2: Green Ghost 
 
 

In this challenge, you will: 

• Practice changing the color of the sky. 
• Learn how to add fog. 
• Learn how to light up parts of the world by adding spotlights and stage lights. 

 

A. First look at what your completed world will look like:  

� 1. Open Storytelling Alice. 

� 2. Open 9.2GreenGhostComplete.a2w. 

� 3. Play to see what the completed challenge looks like. 

 

B. Next, start a new world and add a ghost. 

� 1. Start a New World and select the snow template (because snow reflects light easily).  

� 2. Save as 9.2GreenGhost followed by your initials. 

� 3. ADD OBJECTS  > Local Gallery > Characters > scary > ghastlyGhost 

� 4. Move the ghost or adjust camera so it looks like the picture below and click DONE! 

  
 

C. Now you will change the lighting in the world so looks spookier. 

� 1. In the World’s Details panel, click on the properties tab. 

� 2. Select atmosphereColor and change it to black. The sky will turn black.  
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� 3. Try changing the sky to other colors and then change it back to black. 

� 4. Right below the atmosphere color is ambientLightColor. Set it to black. Your world 
should now look like this: 

 
� 5. To make the world foggy, go to the fogStyle property (also in World’s details) and 

select distance. 

� 6. Finally, change the Light to light gray: 
Objects tree > Light > Light’s details > properties > color > light gray 
 

 
 

� 7. Save your world again before continuing. 
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D. Next you will add some lights to control how the light looks in parts of your world and make 
it change when the world plays. 

� 1. Add one light to each side of the ghost like the picture shows below: 
Go to Web Gallery > Lights > StageSpotLight.  

HINT: If you can't see the light, try moving the ghost. It may be behind it. 

 

� 2. Move and turn the lights so that they are pointing off stage as shown below: 
 

 

� 3. For each spotlight, select them in the Objects tree, go to their properties tab and set 
isShowing to false. The spotlights should become invisible. 

� 4. Make the lights turn to face the ghost when the world plays: 
o Got to World.scene 1 method. 

o Drag a Do together tile (from the bottom of the screen) in place of Do Nothing. 

o Go to StageSpotLight’s details (the first light) > Seldom Used Methods 
o Drag and drop the StageSpotLight turn to face tile into Do together. 

o Select ghastlyGhost > the entire ghastlyGhost > duration = 1 second. 

� 5. Repeat Step #4 for the StageSpotLight2 (the second light) so that both stage spot 
lights turn together at the same time to face the ghost. 

HINT

 

: Be sure to put the StageSpotLight2 tile into the Do together method under 
StageSpotLight. 
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� 6. Play your world to see that looks the way it looks below. The light should move from 
off the screen to onto the ghost. 

 
� 7. Save your world. 

 

E. Finally, you will add a light that will shine a green light on the ghost. 

� 1. Follow the same steps you just took to add a StageSpotLight (see D1), but this time 
add a LightBulb to your world. 

� 2. Move it to where it shines down on the ghost like in the picture below: 
 

 
 

� 3. Program the light to turn green on the ghost when your world plays. 

o Go to World.scene 1 method > Objects tree > LightBulb > LightBulb’s details > 
properties > color 

o Drag and drop the color tile into your method under the Do together tiles. 

o Select green > duration = 1 second. 

� 4. Make the light bulb invisible by turning isShowing to false (also in properties tab) 

� 5. Test and save your world. 
 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask your teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it with what you programmed. 
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Challenge 10: Fishy List 
 
 
In this challenge, you will: 

• Learn how to create and use a list of objects. 
 
HINT: Lists are useful because you can program the list (with more than one object in it) to do 
something (one copy of a method) instead of having to program each object separately (method 
for each object). 
 

A. First, look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open Storytelling Alice. 

� 2. Open 10FishyListComplete.a2w. 

� 3. Play to see what the completed challenge looks like. 

 

B. Now set up your own Storytelling Alice world: 

� 1. File > New World 

� 2. Select the water template. 

� 3. Save World As 10FishyList followed your initials. 

  

C. Add and position characters in the scene: 

� 1. Add 6 copies of Dopey Don. You can add him multiple times or copy the first one. 

� 2. Add one Hyper Henry. 

� 3. Move and resize all the fish so you can see all of them in a row in the water. 
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D. Next, you will create a list of fish objects that has all the copies of Dopey Don and Hyper 
Henry. 

� 1. Go to the World’s properties: Objects tree > World > World’s details > properties. 

� 2. Click on create new variable button. 

� 3. Name it “Fish.” (See picture below to help with the next steps.) 

� 4. Select the Object radio button. 

� 5. Check the box next to make a list. 

� 6. Click on the new item button. 

� 7. Next to item 0, click on the red <None> > select dopey Don > the entire dopey Don. 

 
� 8. Now click on new item button. 

� 9. For item 1, click on <None> > select dopey Don2 > the entire dopey Don2. 

� 10. Continue doing the same until you have added all the copies of dopey Don and hyper 
Henry to the Fish list. You should have item 0 through item 6 in your list. 

� 11. Click OK to return to your scene. 
 

E. Now, you will use the list you just created to make the fish all move up together and them 
move down one at a time.  

1. Drag and drop a For all together tile (from the bottom of the screen) into World.scene 1 
method. 

2. Select expressions > World.Fish. 
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3. Click and hold on item_from_Fish and drag it on top of the Do Nothing. 

 
 

4. In the drop down menu, select item_from_Fish move > up > 1 meter. 

 
 

5. Drag and drop a For all in order tile into the method editor under the last tile.  

6. Select expressions > World.fish.  

7. Click and hold on item_from_Fish and drag it on top of the Do Nothing.  
8. In the drop down menu, select item_from_Fish move > down  >1 meter. 

 

NOTE: Like other built in methods for objects in Storytelling Alice, only what is on the drop 
down menu is available for lists. The options are methods that all the objects in the list have 
in common. 

 

9. Play to test your world. All of the fish should move up together and then they all should 
move down separately, one at a time. 

10. Fix any mistakes and save your world. 

 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask your teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it to what you programmed. 
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Bonus Challenge 10.1: Loopy Fairy  
 
 
In this challenge, you will: 

• Learn how to use loops in your Storytelling Alice worlds. 
 
HINT:  Loops are used to make groups of actions that you want to repeat a number of times.  
 

A. First, look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open Storytelling Alice > 10FishyListComplete.a2w > Play > Stop or X 

 

B. Now set up your own Storytelling Alice world with a grass template and a fairy: 

� 1. File > New World > grass template. 

� 2. Add the character CordFlamewand from Local Gallery > Characters > Fantasy and 
place him as shown in the picture below.  

 

 

� 3. File > Save World As 10.1LoopyFairy followed your initials. 

 

C. Now you will program the fairy to flap his wings while he is walking across the grass. 

� 1. From the bottom of the method editor, drag and drop a Loop tile into the World.scene 
1 method.  

� 2. Select 5 times in the menu that appears. 

� 3. Drag and drop a Do together tile into the Loop method in place of Do Nothing. 

� 4. In the Objects tree, select CordFlamewand. 

� 5. From CordFlamewand’s details, drag and drop the flapWings method into the Do 
Nothing of the Do together tile. 

� 6. Choose duration = 0.25 from the menu. 

� 7. Drag and drop CordFlamewand’s walk tile under the last tile in Do Together (under 
CordFlamewand.flapWings). 
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� 8. Select 1 in the pop-up menu that appears. 

� 9. Click Play to test your world. CordFlamewand should flap his wings at the same time 
as he is walking across the grass. 

 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask your teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it to what you programmed. 
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Challenge 11: Amusement Park 
 
In this challenge, you will: 

• Create keyboard controls that allow the user to move through the amusement park. 
• Program six camera control events that work with the above keyboard controls. 
• Create events to start each ride when the user clicks on the ride. 

 
A. First look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open and Play in Storytelling Alice: 11AmusementParkComplete.a2w. Try moving 
around with the arrows, F and B keys and clicking on rides. 

 

B. Open the Storytelling Alice world you will use to start the challenge: 

� 1. File > Open > 11AmusementParkStart.a2w. 

� 2. This world has no events (keyboard controls or camera angles) programmed yet. It 
does have all the ride methods programmed. 

� 3. Save world as 11AmusementPark followed by your initials. 
 
C. First you will create 6 events that will control the camera in the following ways: 

• Left arrow = moves the camera left at .1 revolutions per second. 
• Right arrow = moves the camera right at .1 revolutions per second. 
• Up arrow = moves the camera forward at 5 meters per second. 
• Down arrow = moves the camera backward at 5 meters per second. 
• F = tilts the camera forward at .1 revolutions per second. 
• B = tilts the camera backward at .1 revolutions per second. 

 
D. Start by creating a control for the left arrow key. 

� 1. Click on create new event button in the Events editor. 

� 2. Select When a key is typed from the drop down menu. 

� 3. Change the When to While by right-clicking on the blue area of this new event and 
choosing While a key is pressed in the menu that appears. 
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� 4. Now hold down the triangle next to any key and choose left. 

 

� 5. In the Objects tree, click on Camera. 

� 6. Under Camera’s details > methods > Seldom used methods, drag and drop Camera 
turn at speed tile in place of <None> after During in the Events editor. 

� 7. Choose left > other > and type 0.1 revolutions per second. 

 

� 8. When you are done the event should look like this: 

 
 

E. Now create a control for the right arrow key. 

� 1. Copy the While event you just created for left arrow by dragging it onto the clipboard 
and then out of the clipboard to below the first event. 

� 2. Change the controls from drop down menus so when the right arrow is pressed, the 
camera turns to the right. When you are done, the second event should look like this: 
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F. Repeat the above steps to create the events that control the other camera moves. 

HINTS
• Look at Step C above for the direction and speed of the events. 

: 

• The camera method for the up and down arrow keys is move at speed. 
• The camera method for the F and B keys is turn at speed. 

G. Save your world. Play to test it and fix anything that doesn’t work. 

H. Now that you have finished the camera control events, you will create the events that let the 
user start the rides by clicking on them with their mouse. These are the World method tiles 
that go with the following named rides: 

• Octopus = octoAnimationLoop 
• Skyride = skyrideAnimation 
• Teacups=  teacupBaseAnimationLoop 
• FerrisWheel = ferrisAnimation 
• Carousel = carouselAnimationLoop 
• Swings = swingsAnimation 

 

1. Start programming these events by clicking on create new event button in the Events 
editor and selecting When the mouse is clicked on something. This event should stay as 
When (not While like with the camera controls). 

2. In this event, click the triangle next to Anything and select Octopus > the entire Octopus. 

3. In the Objects tree, click on World. Notice all the methods for the amusement park rides 
in the World’s details panel. 

4. Drag and drop the octoAnimationLoop tile into this new event in place of Nothing in the 
Events editor. The event should now read like this: 

 
5. To create the other events that start rides, you can use the clipboard to copy and paste the 

event you just made or you can create new events. 

To copy: 

o Drag the Octopus ride event you just created onto and off of the clipboard and 
place below the last event. 

o Select the next ride in the list in Step H above (Skyride > the entire Skyride) from 
the drop down menu following When [mouse] is clicked on. 

o Repeat this for the next four rides listed in Step H. 

To create new events: 

o Click on the create new event button and change the parameters listed above in 
Steps H1-H4 to program controls for all the rides listed in Step H. 

6. Save your world. Play and test your world. Fix anything that doesn’t work. 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask the teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it with what you programmed. 
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Challenge 12: Counting Fish 
 
 
In this challenge you will: 

• Create a counter (world variable that is used to count). 
• Create code to increment (add 1 to) that counter. 
• Create code print (show the user) the value of the counter. 

 
 

A. First look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open and Play in Storytelling Alice: 12CountingFishComplete.a2w. 

� 2. See how it works by clicking on any fish as many times as you want. When you are 
done clicking on the fish, click on the snail. See at the bottom of the screen how it 
tells you how many times you clicked on the fish. 

 

B. Open the Storytelling Alice world you will use to start the challenge: 

� 1. File > Open > 12CountingFishStart.a2w. 

� 2. Play this world by clicking on some fish and then the snail. Notice how the message 
that prints out at the bottom says “You clicked on zero fish.” This tells you that the 
counter is not programmed yet. 

� 3. Save world as 12CountingFish followed by your initials. 

 

C. Before you start, first look at what is already programmed into the world: 

� 1. In the events window notice how it says that if the mouse is clicked on any of the 
fish, a method called World.countFish is run. 

� 2. Open and look at the World.countFish method: Objects tree > World > World’s 
details > methods > edit button next to World.countFish.   

� 3. Notice there is nothing programmed. You will add the code so that the 
World.countFish method actually counts fish that are clicked on! 

 
D. Start by creating a counter variable to count the number of times any fish is clicked on. 

� 1. Go to the Worlds properties: Objects tree > World > World’s details > properties. 

� 2. Click on create new variable button. 

� 3. Name it “fishCounter.” 

� 4. Make sure the Number radio button is selected. 
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� 5. Change the Value: to 0 (zero) and click OK. 

 
 

E. Next, add code to add 1 to (increment) the fishCounter variable you just created whenever 
the mouse clicks on a fish. 

� 1. Select the World.countFish tab in the method editor. 

� 2. Go to the World’s properties again. 

� 3. Drag and drop the fishCounter variable (at the top of World’s details panel) into the 
World.countFish method. 

� 4. Select set value > expressions > World.fishCounter from the drop down menu. 

 
 

� 5. Click on the drop down menu for the second World.fishCounter tile listed. 

� 6. Choose math > fishCounter + > 1 from the drop down menu. 
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F. Now program your world so that the counter value shows at the bottom of the world when 
the snail is clicked on.  

� 1. Open the world.endCounting method: Objects tree > World > World’s details > 
methods > edit button next to endCounting. 

� 2. Delete the print zero tile from the method editor (right click > delete OR drag to trash 
can). 

� 3. Drag a print tile from below the method editor and drop it between the two print tiles 
in the method editor. 

� 4. Choose object > fishCounter from the drop down menu. 

 
 
 
G. Save, Play and test your world. Check that the program counts the number of fish that are 

clicked on.  
 
 
If your world does not work the way it should, ask a teacher for a copy of the code and compare 
it with what you programmed. 
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Bonus Challenge 12.1: Count Park Rides 
 
 
In this challenge you will: 

• Create and add a counter to a starting world (similar to Challenge 11). 
• Create code to increment (add 1 to) that counter. 
• Create code print (show the user) the value of the counter. 

 
 

A. First look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open and Play in Storytelling Alice: 12.1CountParkRidesComplete.a2w. 

� 2. Click on a few of the rides and see what gets printed below the amusement park 
display. Notice how it tells you that you have been on a ride and then adds how many 
you have ridden as you keep clicking on rides. 

 

B. Open the Storytelling Alice world you will use to start the challenge: 

� 1. File > Open > 12.1CountParkRidesStart.a2w. 

� 2. Play the world by clicking on some of the rides. Each time you click on a ride, notice 
how the message printed at the bottom is “You rode on a ride” but no counting is 
done.  

� 3. Save world as 12.1CountParkRides followed by your initials. 

 
C. Before you start, first look at what is already programmed into the world: 

� 1. Go to the Events window and scroll down to see how, when the mouse is clicked on 
any of the rides (Octopus, Skyride, etc), three methods are run in order 
(World.addRide, World.printNumberOfRides, and the animation for the ride itself).  

� 2. You will be adding code to the World.addRide and World.printNumberOfRides 
methods so that they include a counter variable that increases by 1 and prints that 
information for the user when they click on the rides. 

 
D. Start by creating a counter variable to count the number of times a ride is clicked on. 

� 1. Go to the Worlds properties: Objects tree > World > World’s details > properties. 

� 2. Click on create new variable button. 

� 3. Name it “number of rides.” 

� 4. Make sure the Number button is selected. 

� 5. Change the Value: to 0 (zero) and click OK. 
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E. Next, edit in World.addRide method to add 1 to the number (increment) of the number of 
rides variable whenever the mouse clicks on a ride. 

� 1. Open the World.addRide method: Objects tree > World > World’s details > methods 
> edit button next to addRide. 

� 2. Go to the World’s properties (Objects tree > World > World’s details > properties). 

� 3. Drag and drop the number of rides variable (at the top of World’s details panel) into 
the World.addRide method. 

� 4. Select set value > expressions > World.number of rides from the drop down menu. 

� 5. Click on the drop down menu for the second World.number of rides tile listed. 

� 6. Choose math > number of rides + > 1 from the drop down menu. 
 

F. Now program your world so that the counter value shows at the bottom of the world after 
clicking on each ride.  

� 1. Open the world.printNumberorRides method: Objects tree > World > World’s details 
> methods > edit button next to printNumberofRides. 

� 2. Drag a print tile from below the method editor and drop it below the other print tile 
already in the method. 

� 3. Choose object > number of rides from the drop down menu. Look for number of rides 
in the middle of the large list of choices (after event10, event11, etc.). 

 
G. Save, Play and test your world. Check that the program counts the number of rides that are 

clicked on. 
 
 
If your world does not work the way it should, ask a teacher for a copy of the code and compare 
it with what you programmed. 
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Challenge 13: Exploding Fish  
 

In this challenge you will: 

• Create a timer (world variable to be used as a timer). 
• Create code to decrement (subtract 1 from) that timer. 
• Learn how to use the timer in a while loop so the timer stops when it reaches 0. 
• Learn how to use the wait instruction. 

 
A. First look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open in Storytelling Alice: 13ExplodingFishComplete.a2w. 

� 2. Before playing this world, click on the properties in the World’s details panel so you 
can see the variables change while the world is running. 

� 3. Now click on Play to see how it works. Notice how the timeLeft variable is counting 
down. 

 

B. Now open the Storytelling Alice world you will use to start the challenge: 

� 1. File > Open > 13ExplodingFishStart.a2w. 

� 2. Notice how the fish will immediately blow up because there is no time left. 

� 3. Save world as 13ExplodingFish followed by your initials. 

 
C. The first thing you will do is create a timer by making a variable (named timeLeft) with a 

starting value of 15 (for 15 seconds). 

� 1. Go to the Worlds properties: Objects tree > World > World’s details > properties. 

� 2. Click on create new variable button. 

� 3. Name it “timeLeft.” 

� 4. Make sure the Number button is selected. 

� 5. Change the Value: to 15 and click OK. 
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D. Next you will add code to make the timer count down from 15 seconds and when it reaches 
0, all the fish will blow up. 

� 1. Drag and drop a While tile (from below the method editor) in between the two 
Sammy say instruction tiles in the World.scene 1 method. 

� 2. Select true. 

 
 

� 3. Drag and drop the timeLeft from the World’s properties over the true of the While 
instruction tile. 

� 4. Select timeLeft >    > other > 0. 

 
 

� 5. Drag and drop a Do together tile onto the Do Nothing of the While instruction tile. 

� 6. Drag and drop a Wait tile (from below the method editor) onto the Do Nothing of the 
Do together instruction. 

� 7. Select duration > 1 second. 
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� 8. Drag another timeLeft variable from the World’s properties and drop it after the Wait 
instruction. 

� 9. Select set value > expressions > World.timeLeft from drop down menus. 

 
 

� 10. Click on the SECOND World.timeLeft in the Do together instruction. 

� 11. Select math > timeLeft - > 1. 
 

 
 

� 12. Save and test your world by clicking on Play, watching the timer variable countdown 
and checking to see that the fish blow up when the timer reaches 0. 

 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask a teacher for a copy of the code and compare 
it with what you programmed. 
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Challenge 14: Matching Inuits Game 
 
 

In this challenge, you will: 

• Build a simple game. In this game, the player is asked to find the object that is slightly 
different from the other objects.  

 
A. First, look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open Storytelling Alice. 

� 2. Open 14MatchingInuitsGameComplete.a2w. 

� 3. Play to see what the completed challenge looks like. 

 
B. Now create your own Inuit matching game: 

� 1. File > Open > 14MatchingInuitsGameStart.a2w. 

� 2. Save World As 14MatchingInuitsGame followed your initials. 
 

C. Add and place 5 more Inuit girls to this scene: 

� 1. Click on add new objects button. 

� 2. Click the copy mouse control button (last face) on the far right of the Scene Editor. 

 

� 3. Click one time on inuitGirl1 to make a copy of her. 

� 4. Click on her 4 more times so there are 6 copies of the Inuit girl in the scene. 

� 5. Check in the Object tree for inuitGirl1 through 6.  

� 6. Click on the arrow mouse control (first blank button – not a face) to stop from 
making too many copies. 

Copy 

Arrow  

Turn Objects Left 
and Right  

Turn Objects Forwards 
and Backwards  
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HINT: They will look like they are stacked on top of each other. If you make too many, 
delete them by clicking on them in the Object tree and dragging them to the trash can. 

 

� 7. If it is not already selected, click on the arrow and move each Inuit girl so they are 
evenly spaced as shown below.  

 
 

D. Make all the Inuit girls face the same direction: 

� 1. Click on the turn objects left and right mouse control button (second face button from 
the left) and select and turn each Inuit girl so she is facing the camera as shown. Make 
sure they are all facing exactly the same way.  

� 2. Click on the turn objects forwards and backwards button (button in the middle) and 
select and turn each Inuit girl so she is perfectly straight and all copies look exactly 
the same. 

 

E. Change ONE of the Inuit girls by making her left boot turn left. 

� 1. In the Objects tree, click on inuitGirl4. 

� 2. Click on the plus (+) sign to see all of the subparts of inuitGirl4. 

� 3. Click on plus (+) sign by leftUpperLeg, then on leftBoot. 
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� 4. Right click on the leftBoot tile and point to methods > 
inuitGirl.4.leftUpperLeg.leftBoot turn > left > other > type .1 > click OK. 
 

 

� 5. Click DONE. 

� 6. Save your world again. 

 

F. Now you will program events (the player interactions) like you did for Challenge 9: 
Interactive Penguin Dance. First you will control the penguin so that when the mouse is 
clicked on the Inuit girls who are the same, the penguin will say, “Sorry, that’s wrong!” 

� 1. Click create new event button. 

� 2. Select When the mouse is clicked on something. 

 
 

� 3. Hold down the triangle next to anything > choose inuitGirl1 > the entire inuitGirl1. 
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� 4. Go to penguin’s details > methods > Seldom Used Methods   

� 5. Drag and drop the penguin say tile into the blue Event editor (NOT the Scene editor) 
where it says Nothing in red. 

 
� 6. Choose other >  type Sorry, that’s wrong! > OK. 

� 7. Click on more > duration > 2 seconds. 

� 8. Check to see that the final event looks like this:  

 
� 9. Save the world again and Play. Try clicking on the inuitGirl1 to test if the penguin 

says “Sorry, that’s wrong!” 

HINT: If you don’t know which Inuit Girl is which, click on one in the scene and see the 
title of object that gets highlighted in the Objects tree. 

 

G. Copy the event for the four other Inuit girls who are exactly the same. 

� 1. Click anywhere on the blue background of the event. Hold down the mouse, drag the 
event to the clipboard and release the mouse when the clipboard turns white. 

 
HINT:. Be sure to select the Event box you want, NOT the When the world starts, 
do world.myfirst method box. 
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� 2. Click on the clipboard and drag a copy of the event and put it underneath the last 
event. 

 

� 3. In the bottom event copy, hold down the triangle next to inuitGirl1 > choose 
inuitGirl2 > the entire inuitGirl2. 

 

� 4. Repeat steps 1-3 until you have the same event for Inuit girls 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 (all but 
inuitGirl4). 

� 5. Save and Play test your world to make sure the penguin says, “Sorry, that wrong!” 
every time you click all but inuitGirl4. 
 

H. Create the event (telling the player they have won) for the Inuit girl who is different: 

� 1. Click create new event button > choose When the mouse is clicked on something > 
click on anything > select inuitGirl4 > the entire inuitGirl4. 

� 2. Drag and drop a Do together tile in place of Nothing in the new event tile in the 
Events editor. 

� 3. Drag and drop a penguin turn tile in the Do Nothing area below Do together. 

� 4. Select left > 2 revolutions. 

� 5. Open the penguin’s Seldom Used Methods and drag and drop penguin say tile below 
the penguin turn tile in the Do together area. 
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� 6. Choose other > type That’s right! You win! > click OK. 

� 7. Click on more > select duration > 2 seconds. Your event for inuitGirl4 should look 
like the following: 

 
� 8. Save and play test your game! 

 
If your world does not work the way it should, ask your teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it to what you programmed. 
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Bonus Challenge 14.1: My Own Matching Game 
 

In this challenge, you will: 
• Build your own matching game with the objects you choose.  

 

A. First, make a new world: 

� 1. Open Storytelling Alice. 

� 2. Open a new world and choose whatever template you want. 

� 3. Save the world as 14MyOwnMatchingGame followed by your initials. 

 

B. Now make your own matching game: 

� 1. Add at least two character objects, one for the matching task and the other to tell the 
player when he or she is right or wrong. Add any other objects that you want, but it is 
best to keep it simple.  

� 2. Copy and evenly space your matching character objects and then change one of the 
copies slightly. 

� 3. Make the events that tell the user when he is right and wrong whenever the mouse is 
clicked on one of the matching objects. 

� 4. Save and test your game often. If it does not work the way it is supposed to, compare 
it with the Inuit Matching Game you made. 
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Challenge 15: Princess Adventure Game 
 
 
In this challenge, you will: 

• Program an adventure game from scratch. 
• Practice most of the things you have learned in previous challenges. 
• Learn how to save and return to different camera views.  

 
A. First look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open in Storytelling Alice: 15PrincessAdventureGameComplete.a2w. 

� 2. Play to see how it works and what your completed challenge will look like.  

 

B. Now set up your own Storytelling Alice world: 

� 1. File > New World > grass template. 

� 2. Add the following objects from the Local Gallery: 
o Scenes > Waterfall > Waterfall 
o Characters > Kids > Jenni 

� 3. From Web Gallery > Animals, add a frog. 

� 4. Position them in your world like the picture below. Make sure the frog is not too 
close to the left or bottom of the scene. 

 

� 5. Make sure Jenni and the frog are looking straight at you. There are two different ways 
to do this:  

o Use the Turn Objects Left and Right mouse control OR 

o In the Objects tree, select each object (Jenni, frog) > right click > select methods 
> turn to face > Camera. 

� 6. Save world as 15PrincessAdventureGame followed by your initials. 
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C. Now you will save this camera view so you can return to it later.  

� 1. Under the buttons to the right of the scene window,  
   click more controls, then place tripod at camera. 

 

         
 

� 2. Name the New Tripod firstView, click OK and then DONE. 

 
 

� 3. In the Scene window, click on the down arrow next to firstView and select  
Opening Scene Tripod to return to that view. 

 
 

D. You will now make another frog and move it out of the picture for the Opening Scene. 

� 1. Make a copy of the frog: Add objects > copy mouse control (last face button on the 
right) > click on frog. 

HINT

 

: Remember to click back on the arrow control or you will keep making copies 
every time you click the mouse. 
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� 2. Move the frog: Objects tree > right click on frog2 > methods > frog2 move >  
left > 10 meters. You should see the frog move off the screen to your right. 

 

� 3. Save your world again before continuing. 
 

E. Now you will add Boris the Ogre to your world and make him disappear. 

� 1. Add Boris the Ogre (Local Gallery > Characters > scary). 

� 2. Move Boris so he’s in front of the first frog and is facing straight ahead as shown. 

 

� 3. Make Boris disappear: Objects tree > Boris the Ogre > Details panel > properties > 
isShowing > change true to false. Boris should disappear. 

 
� 4. Save your world again before continuing. 
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F. Now you will add a Knight, move him in front of frog2, and make him disappear. 

� 1. Repeat Steps D1-D3 above, like you did for Boris the Ogre (add, position, make 
invisible).  

� 2. Move the invisible Knight so he is in front of frog2:  Objects tree > right click on 
Knight > methods > Knight move > left > 10 meters. Now the Knight should be in 
front of the first frog facing you and invisible. 

HINT

� 3. Click DONE and Save your world before continuing. 

: It’s important that you trust that the Knight moved to be in front of frog2 (that 
you can’t see). If you use the camera angles to check and see it will throw off the rest 
of these directions.  

 

G. Now you will create an event to control the princess Jenni’s meeting with the first frog. Start 
by doing the following: 

� 1. Create and name a new method: Objects tree >  World > Detail’s panel > methods > 
create new method > name it frog1Meeting > OK.  

� 2. Drag a Do in order tile (from bottom of the Method editor) and drop it into the Do 
Nothing box of this new method. 

� 3. Into the Do in order instruction, add instructions to make Jenni turn to face the entire 
head of the frog. 

HINT

� 4. Also in the Do in order instruction, make the frog turn to face the entire Jenni. 

: Objects tree > Jenni > Details panel > methods > turn to face > frog > head 
> entire head). 

HINT

� 5. Go back to Jenni and add instruction tiles into the Do in order instruction so that 
Jenni walks to the entire frog and then says Are you my prince?  

: The frog’s turn to face tile is under its Seldom Used Methods. 

� 6. Test this method by selecting frog1Meeting in the Events window next to When the 
world starts, do. Then press Play. 

 
 

H. Continue with the following steps: 

� 1. Drag and drop a Do together under the Do in Order set of instructions. 

� 2. In the Do together instruction, add the following method tiles in order: 
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o frog resize  > other >  4.8. 
o frog.ribbit method (built-in method under the frog’s methods tab). 

� 3. Next, outside and below the Do together set of instructions, make the frog say “Kiss 
me and find out” for 2 seconds. 

� 4. Play world to test the method. 

 

I. Finish the meeting by adding and programming the following instructions into frog1Meeting 
method: 

� 1. Jenni says > Okay > 2 seconds 

� 2. Jenni.torso turn > forward > .2 revolutions > 1.5 seconds 

� 3. Jenni.torso straighten up > 1.5 seconds 

 
� 4. Into another Do together instruction add the following: 

o frog > properties > isShowing  > false > duration > 2 seconds > style > begin 
gently. 
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o Boris the Ogre > properties > isShowing > true > style > end gently > duration 
> 2 seconds. 

� 5. Into another Do together instruction add the following: 
o Boris the Ogre move > backward > 1 meter. 
o Boris the Ogre turn to face > Jenni > the entire Jenni. 
o Boris the Ogre Roar (built-in method). 

� 6. Into a last Do together instruction for frog1Meeting add the following: 

o Jenni turn to face > Camera 
o Jenni say > Oh no! Use the arrow keys to help me get out of here and move the 

mouse to follow me. Click on any frogs you find to make something happen!! > 
duration > 8 seconds 

� 7. Outside the Do together instruction, as the last instruction, add Boris the Ogre 
properties > isShowing > false > duration > 50 seconds.  

� 8. Test this method and Save your world again before continuing. 

 

J. Next, you will program the meeting between Jenni and frog2.  

� 1. First, create a new camera view so you can see what you’re working on. 

� 2. Use blue camera controls to move around the scene and find frog2. Stop when your 
scene window looks like the one below. Use the positioning buttons to turn the frog 
so it is facing the same way as the frog in the picture. 

 

 

� 3. Set and name a new camera view by doing what you did in step C1 and C2 above: 
Add Objects > more controls > place tripod at camera > New Tripod > frog2view > 
OK. 

� 4. Create and name a new method: Objects tree >  World > Detail’s panel > methods > 
create new method > name it frog2Meeting > OK.  

� 5. Add an instruction for Jenni to walk to frog2. 

� 6. Drag and drop a Do in order tile (from bottom of the Method editor) under Jenni walk 
to frog2 tile. 

� 7. Into the Do in order instruction, add the following instructions: 

o Jenni turn to face > frog2 > head > the entire head. 
o Jenni say > Are you my prince? > duration > 2 seconds. 
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o frog2 > turn to face > Jenni > the entire Jenni. 

� 8. Into the Do in order tile, drag and drop a Do together tile and add the following: 

o frog2 resize > 4.8. 
o frog. ribbit (built-in method). 

� 9. Below the Do together tile, but still inside the Do in order instruction add the 
following: 

o frog2 say > Kiss me and find out. > duration > 2 seconds. 

o Jenni say > Okay! > duration > 2 seconds. 

o Jenni.torso turn > forward > .2 revolutions > duration > 1.5 seconds. 

o Jenni.torso straighten up > duration > 1.5 seconds. 

� 10. Still inside the Do in order instruction, add another Do together tile and add the 
following: 

o frog2 > properties > isShowing > false > duration > 2 seconds > style >begin 
gently. 

o  Knight > properties > isShowing > true > duration > 2 seconds > style > end 
gently. 

� 11. Add another Do together tile into the Do in order instruction and add the following: 

o Knight kneel before > Jenni > the entire Jenni. 
o Knight say > Yes, I’m you’re prince! I’ve been waiting for you!! > duration > 5 

seconds. 

� 12. Add a last Do together tile and add the following: 

o Jenni turn to face > Knight > the entire Knight. 
o Jenni walk > 0.75. 
o Jenni touch > Knight > torso > neck > head > helmet > the entire helmet. 

� 13. Under the last Do together tile add Jenni say > At last! > duration > 8 seconds. 

� 14. Test and save your world before continuing. 

K. Now you will make add events so that the player can use keyboard keys to make Jenni move 
and control what happens in the game. 

� 1. Return to the Opening Scene Tripod. 
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� 2. Click create new event button in the Events editor. 

� 3. Choose When a key is typed. 

� 4. Click on the triangle next to any key and choose Right. 

� 5. Go to Jenni’s methods and drag and drop a turn tile in place of Nothing in the event 
you just created. 

� 6. Choose Right > ¼ revolution. 

� 7. This event tile should look like this: 

 
 

� 8. Copy this event by dragging it into and out of the clipboard and dropping it below the 
event you just created. 

� 9. In the copy, change the two places it says Right to Left. It should show that when the 
left arrow key is typed, Jenni turns left 0.25 revolutions. 

� 10. Copy and paste one of those events again. 

� 11. On the new bottom event: 

o Change the key to Up. 
o Delete the turn tile. 

o Drag and drop a Jenni walk tile into the Nothing. 

o Select 1. 

� 12. Save and Play to test your events. Use the arrow keys to move Jenni around. Fix 
anything that doesn’t work. 

 

L. Next, you will make events so the mouse will move the camera and make something happen 
when the player clicks on the frogs. 

� 1. In the Events editor, click on create new event button and choose Let the mouse move 
the Camera. 

� 2. Click on create new event button again and choose When the mouse is clicked on 
something. 

� 3. From the drop down menu next to anything choose frog > the entire frog. 

� 4. From the drop down menu next to Nothing choose frog1Meeting. 
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� 5.  Use the clipboard to copy that event. 

� 6. In the copy, change frog to frog2 and frog1Meeting to frog2Meeting. 

 

M. The last thing to do is tell the player how to start the game. 

� 1. Open scene 1 method by clicking on its tab in the method editor OR World > World’s 
details > methods > scene 1 method edit button. 

� 2. Add the first frog saying “Click on me!” with a duration of 5 seconds. 

 

N. Save your world. Play test it to see that everything is working the way you want it to. Fix 
anything that is not working correctly. 

 

If you world does not work the way it should, ask the teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it with what you programmed. 
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Challenge 16: Jumping in Wonderland 
 

In this challenge, you will: 

• Learn how to program if/else structures. 
• Learn how to ask and get answers to questions. 

 

A. First look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open in Storytelling Alice: 16JumpinginWonderlandComplete.a2w. 

� 2. Click on Play to see how it works. Answer the questions and watch what the 
characters do. 

 

B. Now open the Storytelling Alice world you will use to start the challenge: 

� 1. File > Open > 16JumpinginWonderlandStart.a2w. 

� 2. Notice how there is no question box. 

� 3. Save world as 16JumpinginWonderland followed by your initials. 
 

C. First add the instruction that asks the player if he/she wants one of the characters to jump. 

� 1. Drag and drop an If/Else tile (from the bottom of method editor) into world.my first 
method above the cheshireCat.grin instruction tile. 

� 2. Select true on the menu that appears. 
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� 3. Open the World’s functions tab (Objects tree > World > World details > functions). 
 

  
� 4. Scroll down the list of functions until you see the ask user for yes or no function. 

� 5. Drag and drop this function into the If/Else tile in place of true following the word If. 

� 6. On the menu that appears, click other > type Do you want Alice to jump? > OK. 

D. Now you will program things to happen based on the way the player answers the questions. 
First make Alice jump if the player answers “yes” to the first question. 

� 1. Click on the methods tab of the World’s details. 

� 2. Drag and drop a jump who tile into the If/Else tile in Do Nothing, below If (above the 
word Else). 

� 3. Choose Alice > the entire Alice from the menus that appear. This says that if the 
player answers “yes” to the question, Alice will jump. 

� 4. Play test and save your world. Answer “yes” to the question and Alice should jump. 

E. Next, you will make it so the White Rabbit will jump if the player answers “yes” to the 
second question. 

� 1. In the If/Else tile, in place of Do Nothing under the word Else, drag and drop another 
If/Else tile. 

� 2. Click true when the menu appears. You now should have nested (one inside the 
other) If/Else instruction tiles. 
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� 3. Go back to the World’s functions tab. 

� 4. Drag and drop another ask user for yes or no function tile into the second (nested) 
If/Else tile in place of true following the word If. 

� 5. On the menu that appears, click other > type Do you want the White Rabbit to jump? 
> OK. 

� 6. Click on the methods tab of the World’s details. 

� 7. In the second (nested) If/Else instruction, drag and drop a jump who tile into the 
If/Else tile in Do Nothing, below If (above the word Else). 

� 8. Choose whiteRabbit > the entire whiteRabbit from the menus that appear. This says 
that if the player answers “yes” to the question, the White Rabbit will jump. 

� 9. Play test and save your world. Answer “no” to the first question and then “yes” to the 
next question. The White Rabbit should jump. 

F. Last, make the Cheshire Cat jump if the player answers “no” to having the White Rabbit 
jump. 

� 1. From the World’s methods, drag and drop another jump who tile in place of Do 
Nothing below the last Else (nested If/Else tile). 

� 2. Choose cheshireCat > the entire cheshireCat from the menus that appear. 

� 3. Play test and save your world. Go through all the possible answers to the questions 
(using Restart as you need to) to make sure that it works like the complete file you 
looked at in the beginning of the challenge. 

� 4. If you want to, add more questions and make other things happen. 

 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask a teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it with what you programmed. 
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Bonus Challenge 16.1: Teacher Helper 
 

In this challenge, you will: 

• Create a function to accept user input (what a player types in). 
• Use that user input in another method by passing it as a parameter. 
• Use that user input as output to the user (what shows up for the player). 

 

A. First look at what your completed challenge will look like: 

� 1. Open in Storytelling Alice: 16.1TeacherHelperComplete.a2w. 

� 2. Play the world to see what happens.  

 

B. Now open the Storytelling Alice world you will use to start the challenge: 

� 1. File > Open > 16.1TeacherHelperStart.a2w. 

� 2. Play this world. Notice how the teacher is there but there is no place to type in your 
name and she says “default string” instead of your name. 

� 3. Save world as 16.1TeacherHelper followed by your initials. 
 

C. First, you will create a function to get the name the user types in. 

� 1. Open the World’s functions tab (Objects tree > World > World’s details > functions). 

� 2. Click on create a new function button. 

� 3. Name the New Function “GetName.” 

� 4. Select Type: Other… String and click on OK. 
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� 5. From the World’s functions, drag and drop a ask user for a string function into where 
it say default string after Return. 

 
� 6. Choose other > type in “Please type in your name” > click on OK. 

� 7. A Question box will appear that shows what it will look like to the user/player. Click 
on the X in the upper right corner to close the box and see your completed instruction. 

� 8. Play test and save your world. Notice that it doesn’t ask the question you just 
programmed yet. This is because you have to place this function into the World.scene 
1 method. 

D. Next, you will create a variable to hold this name and put it into the World.scene1 method.  

� 1. Click on World.scene 1 method. 

� 2. Go into the World’s properties (Objects tree > World > World’s details > properties). 

� 3. Click on create new variable button. 

� 4. Name the variable “Name.” 

� 5. Select Type: Other…String and click OK. 

� 6. Drag and drop this new Name variable tile into the method after the first print 
instruction. 

� 7. Select set value > expressions > World.GetName. 

� 8. Play test and save your name. Notice how it now asks for your name but the teacher 
still doesn’t use it. 

E. Now, you will create a parameter and change methods to see that parameter so that the 
teacher uses whatever name is typed in when she talks. 

� 1. Open up the World.TeacherScene method (World’s details > methods > edit button 
next to TeacherScene). 
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� 2. Click on create new parameter in the top right corner of the method editor. 
 

 

� 3. Name the parameter “StudentName.” 

� 4. Select Type: Other…String and click OK. 

� 5. In the instruction under Teacher say Okay more, click on the triangle next to default 
string > choose expressions  > StudentName. 

 
 

� 6. Click back on the World.scene 1 method tab. 

� 7. Click on the triangle after default string after the instruction tile World.TeacherScene 
StudentName = > choose expressions > World.Name. 

� 8. Play test and save your world. 

 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask a teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it with what you programmed. 
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Challenge 17: Cowboy Knowledge Game 
 

In this challenge, you will: 

• Take the sample knowledge game and make new questions for the player to answer. 
• Add a variable to track the number of right answers. 
• Make it so there is more than one right answer to a question. 

 

 
 

A. First look at the starter world: 

� 1. In Storytelling Alice, open 17CowboyKnowledgeGameStart.a2w and play the 
world to see what happens. 

� 2. Read the words said by the two characters, answer the questions, and see what 
happens when your answer is right or wrong.  

� 3. Save the world as 17CowboyKnowledgeGame followed by your initials. 
 

B. You will now add another question to the two questions that are already there.  

� 1. First look at the instruction tiles for question 2 (World > World’s details > methods > 
question2). The first instruction says T/F centimeterAnswer = true. This means there 
is a variable named centimeterAnswer and its value when this method starts is true.  
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� 2. Create a new method called question3. Click on the create new method button and 
name it question3. 

 
� 3. Make a new variable for this method that will store the player’s answer to the 

question.  

• Click the create new variable button.  

• Type numberDays for Name: (make sure the Number radio button is clicked) 

• Click the triangle after the Value: 1, click on other and type 0 in the custom 
number box.  

 
• Click OK to close the custom number box and OK to return to the method editor. 

Your new variable should look like the one below:  

 
 

� 4. Now add the words that the sheriff will say.  

• Choose sheriff > methods > sheriff say and put that tile in place of Do Nothing. 

• Enter How many days are there in a year? and click OK.  

• Change the duration to 4 seconds. 
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� 5. Add the code to ask the player for the answer to this question.  

• Put the 123 numberDays variable tile under sheriff say.  

• Point to set value, point to expressions, and click on numberDays.  

• Click on the World > functions and drag the ask user for a number tile to replace 
the SECOND numberDays. Click on Enter a number.  

 
 

� 6. Now you will add the code that says that 365 is the right answer to this question. 

• Drag an If/Else tile from the bottom and put it as the last tile and click true.  

• Drag the 123 numberDays tile from the top of the method editor to replace the 
true box in the last tile. Point to numberDays == and click on other. Enter 365 
and click OK. 

  
 

� 7. Save your world again before continuing. 

 

C. When the player types in the right answer, you want the sheriff to say, “That’s right partner. 
Nice going!” You also want the counter to add 1 to the number of right answers, and Lana to 
get bigger, look victorious, and say, “You saved me. Thanks!” Here’s how you do it: 

� 1. Put Do in order tile (at bottom) in place of the Do Nothing in the If tile.  

� 2. Add sheriff say (sheriff > methods) to the Do in order tile. Type in That’s right 
partner. Nice going!  
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� 2. Add a statement that adds 1 to the counter when the player gives the right answer.  

• Drag the 123 numberCorrect tile (World > properties) into the Do in order tile 
below sheriff say. Point to set value > expressions and then click on 
World.numberCorrect.  

 
 

• Click on the triangle after the SECOND World.numberCorrect. Point to math, 
point to numberCorrect +, and click on 1 (one). 

 
 

� 3. Now make Lana react to the right answer by putting the following Lana tiles (Lana > 
methods) below the last tile: 

Lana resize 2 (under Seldom Used Methods) 
Lana.look victorious 
Lana say You saved me. Thanks! 
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D. Now you will tell the world what to do if the player gives the wrong answer.  

� 1. Under Else in place of Do Nothing, add the following: 

• Do in order 
o sheriff turn to face Camera style=abruptly 
o Do together 

• sheriff turn right 0.25 revolutions 

• Lana say No! I’m shrinking! Duration = 2 seconds 
o Lana resize 0.35  

� 2. Save and then test your game to make sure everything is working right. Fix any 
problems and save again before continuing. 

 

E. Now you have to put this new method inside the guessGameQuestions method so it will be 
asked after Question 2.  

� 1. Click the edit button following the guessGameQuestions method (World > methods). 

� 2. Drag a copy of the question3 tile into the space following the SECOND sheriff turn to 
face Camera duration = 2 seconds tile.  

� 3. Put a copy of the sheriff turn to face Camera duration = 2 seconds tile as the last tile 
in the method.  

 
 

F. You are almost done. Now the sheriff needs to tell the player how many questions he or she 
got right.  

� 1. Open the guessGameEnd method (World > methods > guessGameEnd method > 
edit). 

� 2. Drag the IfElse tile from below the method editor into the place of the last Else above 
the sheriff say You got no answers correct duration 3 seconds tile.  

� 3. Drag the sheriff say You got no answers correct duration 3 seconds tile into the Else 
part of this last If tile and choose true. 
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� 4. Drag the 123 numberCorrect tile (World > methods) into the true part of this last If 
instruction. 

HINT: Remember to make sure the true turns green so that you are replacing the true 
and not the Do Nothing part of the instruction.  

� 5. Point to numberCorrect ==, click on other and enter 3 (three), and click OK.  

� 6. Add a sheriff say tile (sheriff > methods) to replace the Do Nothing in the If part of 
this last Else instruction tile.  

� 7. Have the sheriff say: “You got 3 answers right.” The last set of instructions should 
look like this:  
 

 

� 8. Save and test your world, fix any problems, and then save again. 

 

G. Finally, you need to go back and edit World.question3 so that either 365 or 366 is the 
answer to the question.  

� 1. Open the question3 method (World > methods > question3 > edit).  

� 2. Click the SECOND arrow after the 365 in the If tile in the method editor. Point to 
logic, point to numberDays == 365 or, and click on true. 
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� 3. Drag the 123 numberDays variable tile from the top of the method editor to replace 
the true of the If either numberDays == 365 or true instruction tile.  

 

� 4. Point to numberDays == , click on other, and enter 366 and click OK. 

 
 

H. Save and test your world again. See what happens when you give both right and wrong 
answers and you give both 365 and 366 as the answer to the last question.  

 
I. Try adding additional questions. Remember to go through all of the steps that you just 

followed for each additional question 

 

If your world does not work the way it should, ask a teacher for a copy of the code and 
compare it with what you programmed. 
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Challenge 18: Your Game! 
 

In this challenge, you will:  

• Look at a game and draw a simple storyboard of it. 
• Look at the different games or parts of games. 
• Describe what your game will look like. 
• Program your game in Storytelling Alice. 

 

NOTE: If you have already done Challenge 7: Make Your Own Story, skip to step C on the 
next page (playing challenge game examples). 

 

A. First look at an example:  

❏ 1. Open Storytelling Alice > FishGameComplete.a2w > Play > Stop or X. 

 

B. Now you will make a very simple storyboard of the Fish Game you just played. This is to 
give you practice at how to think about the different parts of your game. 

❏ 1. Draw and write about the Fish Game in the following boxes. Divide the boxes into 
more sections if you need to. 

Fish Game Storyboard 

OPENING WHAT HAPPENS? CLOSING 
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C. Now look at some examples of games or parts of games: 

❏ 1. Open and play each of the following in Storytelling Alice: 

• 8ChangingScenesComplete.a2w 

• 9InteractivePenguinDanceComplete.a2w 

• 11AmusementParkComplete.a2w 

• 12CountingFishComplete.a2w 

• 13ExplodingFishComplete.a2w 

• 14MatchingInuitsGameComplete.a2w 

• 15PrincessAdventureGameComplete.a2w 

• 16.1TeacherHelperComplete.a2w 

• 17CowboyKnowledgeGameComplete.a2w 
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D. Now you will write down your ideas for your own game. 

❏ 1. Using the boxes below, write down as many things as you can think of that you 
would like to include in your game for the Opening, Closing, and What Happens in 
between. 

 

 

 

 

Ideas for Game Opening NOW LATER 
 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

Ideas for What Happens NOW LATER 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

Ideas for Game Closing NOW LATER 
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❏ 2. Look at your list of ideas to decide which ones you can do NOW and which ones you 
would do LATER after learning the skill in a challenge. Use the Challenge Poster to 
help remind you of what you already know how to do and what more you can learn in 
other challenges. 

• Which ones can you do now with what you have already learned? Put a or X in 
the NOW column for those ideas. 

• Which ones do you want to learn so you can add them later? Put a or X in the 
LATER column for those ideas. 

 

E. Using your list of ideas, start to program your game! 

❏ 1. Open a New World in Storytelling Alice. 

❏ 2. Save this world with any title you want and GAME and your initials. 

� 3. Add what you want to the world from your list of NOW ideas. 

❏ 4. If you have ideas and you don’t know how to program them into your game (from 
LATER ideas): 

• Look at the Challenge Poster to help you figure out which challenge would teach 
you how to do it. 

• Do that challenge and then try to do it in your own game. 

❏ 5. Save your game often. 

❏ 6. Good luck and have fun! 
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Code for Storytelling Alice 
Starter and Complete 

Worlds 
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Staff 
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Handout 39.1 

Your Name_____________________________ 
 

Career and Educational Pathway Assessment 

Please answer the questions below the best you can.  If you do not know the answer, please write “I 
don’t know.” This is not a test. It is a way for us to know what information to give you over the summer, 
so please do not ask your friends for help. 

1. What do you need to do to get into college? 
 
 
 

2. Where (and from whom) can you get help to get into college, if you need it? 
 
 
 

3. What is the difference between the requirements for the University of California and a 
community college? 
 
 
 
 

4. What are the A-F requirements? 
 
 
 

5. Name three types of jobs related to information technology (computers). 

1. ___________________________________________ 

2. ___________________________________________ 

3. ___________________________________________ 
 

6. Name three information technology companies and say what they do.  

1. ___________________________________________ 

2. ___________________________________________ 

3. ___________________________________________ 
 

 



Alice Scavenger Hunt 
 
 

Review as a group on screen. Students show answers. 

1. How many scene templates are there? _________ 

Name your favorite: ___________________________ 
 

2. Give an example of an object _______________________________________ 
 
 
3. Under what type of character gallery would you find a smart pig? _________________ 
 
 

4. How many areas are in the interface (screen)? ______ 

Name one area: _________________________________________________ 
 
 
5. Which tile would you choose to make 2 things happen at the same time? ____________ 
 
 
6. What information does the Details panel have? _____________________ 
 
 
7. Which button do you click on to set up what your world will look like when it opens (before 

pushing the Play button)? ____________________ 

 
 
8. What do you select from a drop-down menu to make an object do something for a certain 

period of time?  _____________________ 

 
9. If you wanted something to last 3 seconds and that amount of time wasn’t listed on the menu, 

what would you click on to type in your own number of seconds? _________________ 
 
 
10. Which tool do you need to make an object a different size? ________________________ 



Alice Scavenger Hunt 
(answer sheet) 

 
 

Review as a group on screen. Students show answers. 

1. How many scene templates are there? ___6______ 

Name your favorite: ____dirt, grass, snow, sand, space water_____ 
 

2. Give an example of an object ____tree, cheerleader, fish (okay if their specific name)____ 
 
 
3. Under what type of character gallery would you find a smart pig? ______Fantasy________ 
 
 

4. How many areas are in the interface (screen)? ___5___ 

Name one area: _____Object tree, Details panel or window, Events editor, Method editor, 
Scene editor (or their own names for these 5 areas) ______ 

 
 
5. Which tile would you choose to make 2 things happen at the same time? ___Do together___ 
 
 
6. What information does the Details panel have? ___Displays the details of the selected 

object. OR Shows what the object can do___ 
 
 
7. Which button do you click on to set up what your world will look like when it opens (before 

pushing the Play button)? ___ADD OBJECTS____ 

 
 
8. What do you select from a drop-down menu to make an object do something for a certain 

period of time?  ____duration________ 

 
9. If you wanted something to last 3 seconds and that amount of time wasn’t listed on the menu, 

what would you click on to type in your own number of seconds? __other __ 
 
10. Which tool do you need to make an object a different size? ___Resize objects mouse control 

OR 4th face__ 





Handout 46.1: Career Pyramid 

End 
Goal 

Past Goal 

Immediate Goal 

Near Future Goal 

Long Term Goal 

Resources 

Challenges 
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Handout 50.1: Game Information Card 

What is the Name of the Game? 
 
What Kind of Game is It? 
 
Who Made the Game?  
 
What Do You Need to Do to Win the Game? 
 
 
How Do You Play the Game? 
 
 
 
 

Handout 50.1: Game Information Card 

What is the Name of the Game? 
 
What Kind of Game is It? 
 
Who Made the Game?  
 
What Do You Need to Do to Win the Game? 
 
 
How Do You Play the Game? 
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Handout 51.1: Ten Steps for Designing and Creating Your Poster 

 
 

1. Read the handout: Ten Steps for Designing and Creating Your 
Poster. 

 
2. Decide on your theme…choose one of the three options. 

 
3. Do the poster theme and quotes activity with the other girls in your 

group. 
 

4. Choose your poster design by selecting one of the design 
templates. 

 
5. Choose your title for the poster  

 
 

6. Choose the quotes/words you want to use  
 
 

7. Choose the images and photographs you want to use  
 
 

8. Arrange all the elements from #5 - #7 on your PowerPoint poster 
template slide. 

 
9. Do a “Gallery Walk” to give feedback on other posters. 

 
10. Make changes to your poster based on your classmates’ feedback. 

 
 

Congratulations on your poster! 
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Handout 51.2 Three Poster Themes  
 

1. What I learned in the program 
 

(This poster will inspire other students to join this program) 
 

2. Women, girls and computer science 
 

(This poster will convince girls that they can go after a career in the 
field of computers) 

 
3. What I want you to know about engineering or creating computer 

games 
 

(This poster will encourage kids in your school to see themselves 
doing this type of work) 
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Handout 51.3:  Activity 4 
 Choosing Your Poster Design 

 
1. Click on “Start” which displays all the programs that are available 

on your computer. 
 

2. Click on “Microsoft PowerPoint” and this will open up a blank 
PowerPoint slide. 

 
3. On your toolbar, click on “Format.” 

 
4. On the dropdown menu click on “Slide Design.” 

 
5. Click on “Browse” at the bottom of the slide design window that 

will open up on the right hand side of the screen. 
 

6. Open the “Templates” folder. 
 

7. Click on each template to see a preview of it. 
 

8. When you decide on the one you like best, click on the “Apply” 
button. That will allow you to work with the poster design template 
that you have chosen.  

 
9. Click on “File” on your toolbar and on the drop down menu choose 

“Save as.”  
 

10. Name your file “(your name)’s poster” and click on “Save.” 
 

 
 



I definitely have more 
computer skills now than the 

“average Joe.”

What I 
learned 

from Girl 
Game 

Company 
will help 

me shape 
out the 

decision 
for what I 

want to 
do for my 

career.
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GALLERY WALK FEEDBACK FORM 
Name(s): ________________________________________________ 
 

+ 
Really like… 

∆ 
Suggested ideas or 

changes… 

  

 
GALLERY WALK FEEDBACK FORM 

Name(s): ________________________________________________ 
 

+ 
Really like… 

∆ 
Suggested ideas or 

changes… 
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